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The Mural of Educating for Culture
Tamara

Straus investigates

what she calls "the dark side of Silicon Valley"-our

addiction

As we floor it into the future, the present blurs by into the past, easily forgotten.

to speed.

By Paul Locatelli, S.J. Santa Clara students
multicultural

Some blame technology for this pace, but

in a global

University
team are creating a multimedia archive of the Japanese American experience since 1880 (Page n).
Technology has not only changed the way we can remember,
of the ways technology influences

students,

University President

society where digital

this excerpt

others, such as SCU Professor Steve Fugita, see technology as a tool to help us consider our history. Fugita and the Densho Project

Paul Locatelli, S.J. points out that "digital technology

president

access to important

qualities like learning to be persons of integrity and compassion"

Teaching these qualities is key to the Jesuit education
reports on a recent conference

ByJulie F. Morris. The Densho

does not

educating

(Page 8).

gathered to renew this commitment

the

how SCU can better

Project

of Japanese

offers lessons in justice.

not only pre-

Americans,

it also

And SCU Professor

Steve

Fugita has been involved since the beginning.
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Just Act I

to

By Eli;zabeth Kellry GillagJy '93. "The fulfillment

for justice.

Jesuit
Lastly, considerable

address,

For the Record I I

at Santa Clara. In 'Just Act" (Page 16), Elizabeth Kelley Gillogly '93

where delegates from all 28 Jesuit colleges and universities

explores

is key. In

in this wired world.

serves the stories
give us automatic

literacy

from his convocation

teach students

it has changed the way we teach and learn. In his consideration

are more

than ever, and they have grown up

thanks to Nancy McCann,

who retired from Santa Clara. She has served the University for many years,

assistant. We will miss her helpful guidance,

wealth of experience,

and ready laugh.

is not just learning

is doing justice,"
SUSAN

most recently as this magazine's editorial

education

at recent
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It's about"time

support

hospitals,

nightmare

and has been a

("Against

my wife, stroll into the village each

like the Hawes family
the Odds,"

music with my friends."

where I sip wine and play

their jobs over the cost of their chil-

spend more time fishing

dren's treatment

proceeds,

to the employer.

be left with enough

of their earnings

and control the product,

needs,

and distribution.

isn't it about time we had

national health insurance for children,

enterprise,

MUNOZ

The banker
announce

"Then what?" asked the fisherman.

I rarely read your magazine thoroughly,
and even more rarely read e-mail
I recently

did both-and

received two completely different
of what it means to move up

in the "men's" world and go public.
In response to Susan Vogel's article ("I
Want My IPO," Fall 2000),

I want

to share with you a story a friend
mine sent to me:
The investment

In its annual

of

I begin to wonder what

(and posted

faculty

resources,

the magazine

Business

ties that offer a range of undergraduate
programs

Catholic

education.

SCU is a university like any

Among
versities,

all Western

regional

SCU had the highest average

graduation

rate-81

highest freshman

and foster good citizenship.

percent

percent-and
retention

(compared

the

programs

in the country.

"Best Graduate

was ranked
in its annual

Schools"

"This ranking
Leavey School
premier

rate-91

rankings.

confirms

of Business

of the business

school.

your kids, take naps with your wife,

to have an unabashed

stroll to the village in the evenings

Catholic university.

best among regional

where you could sip wine and play
music with your friends."

If SCU' s description of itself as
"Catholic" refers only to its affiliation,
then that sad fact, Ms. Carmody, is
nothing to smile about.

Undergraduate
business
school
is No.3 in California

rankings
tional

survey of business

SCU scored high in other areas as

deans

and MBA program

CAROL

well. In a new ranking

Among

SowMYA

AYYAR

'oo

Cupertino,California
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identity as a

'73

graduation
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fifth

this year of

SCU's

of Business

(behind

Berkeley),

and for a top

We welcomelettersin responseto articles.Pleaselimitcopyto 200 words.Addresscorrespon-

out longer

denceto the editor,SantaClaraMagazine,SantaClaraUniversity,SantaClara,CA95053-1505;

among

fax, 408-554-5464; e-mail, scmagazine@scu.edu.
We may edit letters for style, clarity,

graduate

civility,and length.Youcan call us at 408-554-4545.

by the magazine.
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Silicon

and innovation."

The business

school

were based

specialty

1926, and it offers a professional

on a reputaschool
directors.

Bay Area universities,

only

education

emphasizing

and moral

development

(of 134

among

for

and U.C.
IO

ranking

under-

programs

ranked

the top 20.

Among

all part-time

ranked by the magazine,

program,

1,019 part-time

of

ness school

at 648;

most selective program
cent acceptance;
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per-

and the 13th largest

I,019.

The Leavey School

students

in fall 1999,

solid proof
Sept.

in Silicon

Valley.

I,000

fall term that began
5,940

for the approximately

undergraduate

est number

office has

that the word is getting

18, SCU received

applicants

more

of them worhng

out: for the 2000

the seventh
at 40.3

In the MBA

Santa Clara's admissions

SCU's busi-

had the sixth highest

average GMAT,

enrollment,

professionals
programs

as well as

proficiency.

than 80 percent

Both UCLA and USC were

humanistic

technical

ranked.

at Santa Clara University
SANTA

Formore informationincludingthefull rankings,
please visit www.usnews.com.

Leavey

the University

California

our MBA program

and

were registered

57th

Southern

environment

Santa Clara and U. C. Berkeley were

the No.3 spot among all California
universities

business

programs,

which was good enough

little while.
The banker asked why didn't he stay

dynamic

Valley's energy

universities.

business

dean

and faculty work in the heart of this

and its

rate was the nation's

U.S. News ranked

on his catch

In fact,

rate was the third
country,

for Silicon

"Our students

highest in the entire

too afraid of offending

is the

business program

top candidates,

SCU' s retention

that the

Valley," says Barry Z. Posner,

with the national

of

among the best part-time

The MBA program

uni-

of Santa

Leavey School

19th by the magazine

as well as master's degrees.

other that seeks to educate its students
Perhaps

U.S. News and ¼iir/d Report

and private regional

come to mean. I would hope that the
is

In addition,

Clara University's

universi-

and

In this year's annualcollege rankingsby
U.S.Newsand WorldReport,hereis how
SCUrankedin a fewkeyareascompared
with
morethan100Westernuniversities:

LeaveySchoolof Business
in top
20 in U.S.
ranked the MBA program

foundation

of an SCU education

resources,

it seventh among all 504 U.S. public
universities,

of

student

giving.

where you would sleep late, play with

Move to a small coastal village

and asked how long it took. The

to

on its Web

which include comprehensive

together has

docked

said he had enough

students,

gave SCU an overall score that ranked

mented

The fisherman

of the "Best

site: www.usnews.com),

Bellevue,Washington

and catch more fish.

ranking

in the U.S. released in

September

School

replied

in

Colleges"

ranked),

fisherman

universities

grad-

rates, class size, retention

undergrid a Jesuit, Catholic education." There is no definition of the

his small boat. The banker complithe fisherman

uation

average of75 percent).

retire.

banker was at the

village pier when a fisherman

regional

all public

alumni

of scholars" whose pri-

I

rankings

reputation,

Jesuit education has become too
"intellectual," too anxious to collect

SAROJA

of

and private

among

relied on academic

selectivity, financial

Otherwise,

The banker said, "Then you would

second

The undergraduate

was

magazine.

distinguish

an IPO and sell your com-

Santa Clara University

values that

and religious

its Catholic beliefs and the values that

pany stock and become very rich."

Whygopublic?

opinions

or

20 years. And then, you would

year,

intellectual

"Catholic andJesuit"

"Fifteen

She states that

consecutive

part of her job is "to enflesh the

excellence."

asked, "But how

replied,

Being

or the nth

the West by U.S. News&: World Report

"community

long will this all take?"

LosAltosHills,California

is ...

mary focus is the "academic pursuit

you would need to leave

The fisherman

already pay?

forwards.

processing,

In order to run this

this village and move to the city."

paid for out of the taxes parents

Fall 2000).

of her

religious values anywhere, but she
does define the "ideal" SCU as a

You could open your own cannery,

to support their families' most urgent

STEPHANIE

and with the

you could buy a bigger

boat. .. eventually you could have a fleet.

Since workers should, in theory,

University ("Happiness

ranked

Provost,"

The banker scoffed, "You should

Parents have been known to lose

F

and discussion

MissionMatters

SCU earns top marks 1n annual report

goals as the provost of Santa Clara

explanation

take naps with

evening

Fall 2000).

I read with dismay Denise Carmody' s

said, "I sleep late,

play with my children,

for the families of stricken

children,

do you do with the rest of your time?"
The fisherman

theory has not worked for

I

Nothing
to smileabout

needs.

The banker then asked, "but what

he United States' trickle-down

T

his family's immediate

I

spots, the high-

of applicants

ever.
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SantaClarahelpsbringhightechto Trinidad

T

may I say, that it is significant to note that such a

he child~en

of Brasso
Seco, Trinidad, were

facility

comes at a most
crucial and opportune
time in the development
of

surprisingly
quiet in early
August, finding the hum of
computers a welcome distraction from their usual afternoon activities. Both children

education in our country
and coincides neatly with

and adults have found a
new pastime in the small
village ofBrasso Seco, with

the theme of the S.J.C.
Brasso Seco, R.C. School:
'Empowerment
Through

the promise

Literacy.'"

of new experi-

Eisinger

says he hopes
that relationships such as

ence and opportunity.
On Aug. 6, Santa Clara
University Professor William
Eisinger

and other

the one between SCU and
the community of Brasso
Seco will facilitate increased

SCU

students formally presented
five new laptop computers to
the delighted Brasso Seco
primary

school

principal,

understanding
munication

Joachim

Pacheco.
In addition to the five computers, the donation included a digital
camera, a color printer, and multiple educational
software programs for children and adults.
Steve Wozniak, education advocate
and Apple co-founder,
donation.
According
implementation

funded

the

the
of technology into

of young school children has immense potential for
expanding the occupational and
intellectual opportunities
for these
children. In an effort to maximize
these benefits,

Kelly Warren '98, a
resident of Brasso Seco, has been
appointed computer coordinator
and will work in cooperation with
relationship

between

SCU and Brasso Seco was established
in 1998 when several SCU students
stayed in the village for six weeks
working on independent
projects.

4

Rooks, founder of Paria
Springs Trust, introduced Santa
Clara faculty to the research potential in the region and helped to
establish communication
between
the school and local community.
At the public presentation
of
the computers,
Eisinger stated,
"The computers are a gift to the

the world as well as giv-

ing small communities
learning opportunities.

unique

Both the
University and the village of Brasso
Seco would like to set an example
of cooperation and progress for
similar

international

relationships.

Eisinger, a professor of biology at
SCU, recently returned from his
second trip to Brasso Seco during
which he collected and analyzed data

to Eisinger,

the education

local teachers.
The unique

Courtenay

throughout

and com between people

Bothchildren
andadultshavefound
a newpastime
inthesmallvillageof
Brasso
Seco,withthepromise
of
newexperience
andopportunity.

children

and teachers

of Brasso

Seco. However, I want the entire
community
of Brasso Seco to benefit. Adult education
is just as
important
to this community
as
elementary
education."
The gift was enthusiastically
accepted by school principal
Pacheco, who responded publicly to

for his research in agroecology.
Trained as a plant physiologist,
Eisinger is studying local soil chemistry. His research team members
include:

Kelly Warren

'98, Brian
Crowley '01, Kevin Mitchell '94
(who will complete his international

agribusiness

MBA at SCU this
Lauren Sokolik 'oo, and
Eisinger's daughter, Elizabeth, who
is a freshman at Gonzaga majoring
spring),

in biology.
For more information, please see "Treasure
Islands: A New Slant on Study Abroad" in Santa
Clara Magazine, March 1999, Page 12.

FourBroncos
show
their mettlein Olympics

MissionMatters

I

tournament
and won four of six
games before being ousted in the
quarterfinals by France, which won
the silver medal.
Nash's ball-handling

biree

current or former Bronco
athletes won silver medals at the

wizardry

helped his team battle high odds to
finish one victory away from the gold
medal match.
He called his Olympic experience
"the greatest thing I have ever done."

2000
Olympic Games in Sydney,
Australia, and another helped his
national team do better than most

had expected.
Brandi

Chastain '91, an SCU
coach and former Bronco
soccer player, was joined on the

"It's

silver medal-winning

United

States

as if I'm seeingit for the first time,"
saidoneworshipperof the newlyrestored

assistant

Virginof Guadalupechapelin the Mission
SantaClara.

national

team by Nikki Serlenga '99
and junior Danielle Slaton.

pleasedas well."I couldn'tbe happierwith

Sophomore

the results,"he said."I marvelat howso

Aly Wagner was an alternate on the Olympic team.
Featuring a number of players
who helped

the United

medal for Chastain;
member

Olympic
she was also a

of the 1996 gold medal-

winning squad.
Serlenga, whom SCU coachJerry
Smith calls "the best all-around
player I've ever coached," shared the
field with Slaton, the youngest player
on the U.S. team.
"Going
dream

to the Olympics

is a

come true," Slaton said.
former Bronco point

Meanwhile,

guard Steve Nash '96, who plays in
the NBA for the Dallas Mavericks,
was a leader on the Canadian basketball team.
He told the San FranciscoChronicle
that playing for his country "is the
of my athletic career," even
though his team wasn't given much

pinnacle

of a chance to medal. The Canadians
beat host Australia

manyvariablescametogetherso quicklyto
makethis effort happen."

States defeat

China for the 1999 World Cup, the
team brought home the silver after
being edged by Norway in a dramatic
overtime match.

It was the second

CharlesWhite,directorof the Mission,is

Locatedwithinthe southnavewall, this
side chapel housestwo paintings,The

Virginof GuadalupeandOurLady,Refugeof
Sinners, whichWhite calls "oneof the
Mission'sgreatest treasures."Originally
commissionedby the FranciscanPadresto
gracethe fifth adobeMissionconsecrated
in 1825,OurLady,Refugeof Sinnerswas one
of the few piecesof art rescuedfromthe
devastatingfire of 1926.

These

Withthe passageof time, however,the

Missiontreasures play a rolein
many weddings.

chapel and its carvingshad been dulled by
age and soot;furthermore,its plasterwalls
had becomestained and blisteredby water
damagefroma once-leakyroof. The Bossak
family of BeauArtsStudio,who also restored

the HighAltar,was hiredto dothe delicate
work,whichtook aboutfourweeksand was
completedin early September.The upper
walls and ceilingwere also repainted.
A majorportionof the restorationwas
fundedby a grantfromthe recentlyformed
CaliforniaMissionsFoundation,
which is
organizedand headedby StephenHearstof
the WilliamRandolfHearstfamily.

12 items, the Virgin of Guadalupe Chapel was
number one. 'This chapel has special import
for our community," White explained. "It's particularly important to the Hispanic community of SCUwho revere the image as a special
sign of God's care and protection, and it
also serves a number of our brides who
offer the Virgin a token of affection on their
wedding day."
White added, "I am thrilled that this
restoration has brought the chapel up to the
same quality of aesthetic beauty as the

In July 1999, Whitereceiveda survey

to kick off the

projects that needed funding. In his list of

High Altar."

fromthe newfoundationrequestinga list of

the gift by saying, "Fellow villagers,
SANTA

CLARA
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2000
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GoTeamBeetle!

"Usually we think about evolutionary processes taking millions of
years," says Dahlhoff, "but in these

In September, Elizabeth Dahlhoff
of Santa Clara, University and Nathan
Rank of Sonoma State University

beetles, we see changes in proteins
over very short periods of time."
This research focused on the willow beetle Chrysomela
aeneicollis,
a spotted

announced
they discovered an
enzyme in beetles that appears to act
as an indicator of changes in local
air temperature.
The findings

by the two biologists

were published in TheProceedings
of the
NationalAcademyof Sciences,USA.
This research,

the scientists say,
new insights into how
insects such as beetles adapt to environmental temperatures
and how

provides

the presence

T

hanks to a lacrosse ball
stuck in a pool drain this

adapted to temperature.
According
to the scientists, this link supports
the hypothesis that these beetles may
be an excellent indicator species for
examining the effects of climate
in alpine

I

California,"
explains Dahlhoff. "It
is startling to see the potential impacts
of climate change, which may be
human induced, in these remote
habitats:'
research

board of directors and
has been a member of the Pacific- IO
Conference
Council as well as several
other league committees.

is supported

by the National

Science Foundation
and is being conducted
with the
help of undergraduates
at SCU and
Sonoma State.
'We call ourselves 'Team Beetle,"'

Newsenioradministrative
staff
in AthleticDepartment

laughs

Dahlhoff.
But in all seriousness,

In the first months of her tenure as
SCU' s Athletic Director, Cheryl
Levick has hired 15 new employees,

she adds,

"this is a great opportunity
for Santa
Clara students to have access to
faculty at other universities, as well as
active research centers such as the
White Mountain

"Our field studies take place in
some of the most pristine habitats in

Bishop,

Research

Station

filling two coaching positions and
one half-time and 12 full-time
administrative
positions.
Seven of
these hires make up Levick' s new
senior administrative staff.

in

California."

S

anta Clara University Director
of Athletics Cheryl Levick was
chosen as the NCAA Division I-A
National

42 scholarships

far the Mission sites extend. This

paperwork," laughs Hylkema. She
will have some help, though:

gists discovered evidence of

we have found."

Santa Clara students enrolled in

of athletics

The artifacts discovered

One interesting artifact discov-

the Introduction to Archaeology

honored

class [Anthro. 002) will likely do

istrator

the material is not native to the

most of the cleaning.

include animal bones, pottery

Santa Clara area, Hylkema
explains, she knows it is a trade

may be sent to laboratories of

items. Most are smaller than a

item. She postulates that the

the Smithsonian Center for

thumbnail, but some are as large

obsidian is most likely from the

Materials Research and Educa-

as a cow bone. The discovery was

Napa/Sonoma area or from east of

tion in Maryland, which has

made during the excavation of the

the Sierra Nevada, but a lab must

a continuing partnership with

clogged swimming pool drain just

perform a chemical analysis of

Santa Clara University to examine

north of the University.

the material to find out for sure.

pottery made at the Mission at

Other trade items include Olivella

Santa Clara and other artifact·s of

here of a period when there was

biplicata ( olive snail) and Haliotis

early New Mexico, including

rapid and irrevocable change in

(abalone) beads, both of which

California Missions.

the Native American population of

were imported from the coast.

"We have a little time capsule

Levick, who was named

ered is an obsidian drill. Since

shards, charcoal, beads, and other

First established in 1777,the

the valley," says Linda Hylkema,

Though the dig itself lasted

Mission Santa Clara de Asfs has

assistant campus archaeologist.

four weeks, the process of clean-

moved five times in its history;

She adds that this discovery is

ing, cataloging, and studying the

three of those sites are within the

also important because "it

artifacts will take a few years.

SCUcampus, including its current

"For every day you spend in the

location.

SANTA

CLARA

MAGAZINE/WINTER

director

at SCU in May, was
at the 2000JostensAdmin-

of the Year Banquet on
Oct. 23 at the NACWAA Fall Forum
in Denver, Colo. The award, recognizing administrative
excellence,

Some of the pottery pieces

A close-upof the wallof the
excavation,showinga cowjaw
bone and shoulderblade

is presented
annually to NACWAA
members in NCAA Division I-A,
I-AA, I-AAA, II, III, NAIA/Junior/
Community

College

and organiza-

tions.
Levick was honored
Construction projectsin recent

years have yielded Native
Americanburial sites and objects
from orchards,farms,and villages

of the indigenous
cultures,early
Spanishand Mexicansettlers,and
Catholic missionaries.

at Stanford

University,

for her work
where she

spent 12 years as the senior associate
athletic director. While at Stanford,
she served as the chief operating officer, overseeing the internal operations
of the athletic department.
She
also oversaw the areas of student
services, NCAA compliance and eligibility, sports medicine
and
strength programs,
post-season

2000

and personnel.

Administrator

of the Year by the
Association
of Collegiate
Women Athletic Administrators
(NACWAA).

field there is about a month of

championships,

Cardinal athletics won 39 national
championships
and six Sears Cup
titles, while adding three sports and

deposit is the farthest out of any

Native American life dating as far

I

Authority's

Ongoing

environments.

expands our knowledge ...of how

MissionMatters

Director of Athletics receives national award

past August, Santa Clara archeolo-

back as 1795.

6

bug that lives in isolated mountain
drainages in the Sierra Nevada. The
results suggest that California populations of these beetles are locally

change on native organisms

of specific forms of a
protein in these beetles' body chemistry may be measured as an indicator
of regional climate change.

I

during

Levick' s
tenure. She was also instrumental
in
doubling the financial aid awarded
to student-athletes
to $10 million.
"It is certainly a tremendous

honor

to receive such a prestigious award
from this group of my peers," says
Levick, who is the first female athletic
director in Santa Clara and West
Coast Conference
history. "I have
been blessed with wonderful mentors
who have provided the leadership
and guidance to help me both personally and professionally.
I appreciate the recognition from NACWAA
for my efforts at Stanford and I look
forward to helping Santa Clara realize its vision of excellence
the playing field."

on and off

Recently, Levick was appointed
West Coast Conference representative to the NCAA Management

business manager Jonathan Clough
began as assistant athletic director of
intercollegiate

A
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Sports

ER

Also joining

the staff in August were Kevin
Price, assistant athletic director

of

compliance
Robin

and student services;
Reynolds, the first associate

director
istrator;

and senior women's adminand Richard Kilwien, who

was named

assistant athletic director
of media relations. In September,
John Veargason joined the department as associate athletic director of
facilities, events, and recreation,
which is a newly-created
position;
and David Gilmore was hired as
director of recreation.
"I am very excited

about the
that is brought to Santa
Clara's athletic department by this
new administrative
team," says
expertise

ideas and energy. They are talented,
experienced,
and eager to take this
program

SANT

athletics.

Levick. "They have all worked at
Division I institutions in the past
and they bring to Santa Clara new

Council and chairs the NCAA
Committee on Women's Athletics.
She also serves on the Sanjose

Sharon Purcell began her duties
as the assistant athletic director of
marketing and promotions
in July,
while in August, former Bronco

2 o o o

to the next level."
7
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S

ince

Santa

Clara

University's

the reality was pervasive

beginnings
150 years ago, what
was once called the Valley of Heart's
Delight
Gerald

Sullivan,

S.J.'s

mural,

The

gave way to orchards,

turned

into

an aerospace

and now high-tech

puses. Ana just as this physical landscape has changed dramatically,
so,

and

too, has the cultural landscape.

religion,

The cultural

richness

White

Protestants

and the experiences
bring
window

into

the meaning

pose of a Jesuit
knowledge

can provide

education.

and service,

tural expressions

that diversity

dilettantes.

richness and beauty. So, then what can
we learn from our students

of others.

about the

white,

time and place in which we live?
___ F_ir_s_t,
most of our students today

than

generations.

previous

many of our students
digital

in a global

Finally,

have grown up

society,

and they

learn in new ways.
GROWING UP IN A
MULTICULTURAL SOCIETY

Cultural

lives in ways that are

radically new in America.
acceptance
tures

of other

with

the

Contrast this

races and cul-

attitudes

Wallace

Protestant,

tile-with

social,

patterns

of behavior

Anglo-Saxon

seeking a new and better life. Stegner
is a wall down the mid-

8

a wall of suspicion,
hatred,

and guilt.

the

the accident

Why should

automatically

ancestors.

from

On the other side are peo-

cultural

background
citizens

or

stereotype

from different

educational
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beneath

own kind,

On

country,

"out"insid-

to their suburban
acutely feel the

overcrowded
campuses

diversity

into American

society

usually comes as people move into the

public
across

programs

ironically led to Balkanization

the
have

as racial

It is difficult for college students to
peers that they came from

families

that

cultures,

and socially. But these students

about life and people
or idyllic Marin

expe-

like to

that

run

State, we don't
grew up multi-

but chances are their friends

class. Talent

the same economic

has flocked

Valley from

to Silicon

all over the world,

these high-tech

immigrants

the educated

but •

are almost

and profes-

sional classes.
multiculturalism

becomes socially divisive when cultural
are

reinforced

by pronounced
disparities.

don't

that,

ironic

have.

in Wallace

language,

this one

can be divisible with limited

are not heard, the rest of

Jesuit

by class

education

spirituality
foster
middle

class.

Americans

Except

and

inclusion

for

Native

depends

African-

the reality of
came

of engagement

a pedagogy

which students

Americans,

primarily

out

of engagement

in

and faculty learn

not

only about the communities

on where

of a

and should

of poor,

but from them. We also need to find

a group fits on the time line of histo-

ways to learn

ry and education.

who know the realities of poverty first

immigrants
the economic

Most of our newest

begin

on the bottom

ladder,

of

because of their

lower levels of education

and lack of

hand.

from those on campus

One of the best ways to do this

is by increasing
munity-based

the number
learning

of com-

courses,

par-

English proficiency. Except for those
who come here for advanced degrees,

ticularly

those linked

Project.

Community-based

immigrants
make up a good portion
of the poor of our communities.
This

at its best, moves students

is the underside

sionate life and engaging responsibly
in the civic life of the community.

of the richness

ethnic immigration
high-cost valley.

brings

We cannot underestimate
that

County

understand

us may not understand
this time and place.

of class than

lines

that those who

nation

don't

the fault

of

liberty and flawed justice for many. If
those who come from less affluent

our students

are mostly from

economic

know

grew up in the West hills of this valley

lines but along

Most of our students

differences,

economically

our society is. They have knowledge

we merely sam-

our Golden

differences

struggle

of engag-

generations.

I suggest

he

because Angela's

tell their

backgrounds

all from

of Limerick,

criticized

liberation

like to discuss the fault lines of class.

of

gaps left by their underand

Acceptance

can be

tossed in. Instead

talk about

can also arise when

some students

schools.

different
cultures.

and a shot of de-

with a little

Just as Californians

cultural,

funded

heritage,

classes often have different

poverty, and when he went

Ashesput too much dirty Irish linen out
for the world to see.

Stegner's

previous

.!

ers." In comparison

of the

ethnic

and have a

dash of feminism

rience greater differences

backgrounds,

look at the historical

peers,

Americans may have pledged allegiance to "one nation,
indivisible,
with liberty

siders''

Even when people

They

ond characteristic:

any-

the social complexities

Defensiveness

common

good.

smorgasbord

class lines, which brings me to the sec-

of

learn what they need to get a good job

are not allowed
United

was roundly

the

where you pick up a little reggae here,
a little Native American ritual there, a

not lie along cultural

"dominant

those who feel like historical

North-European

enrich

The major divisions in our society do

one? Young males may resent having
the "sins of the fathers" visited on their

the world.

to be full
States."

who came to this country

snobbery,

and from

culture."

religious

derived

that

GROWING UP AS A
MULTI-CLASS GENERATION

who is

the

and ignore

economic,

and

of our

immigrants

distrust,

middle-class,

and gen-

ple who because of color, religion,

dle of America,

person

students

Stegner highlighted
in 1945 when
describing the plight of generations of

wrote, "There

A young

PRESIDENT.SANTA CLARA UNIVERSITY

one side is the majority

mon

assets

a casual tolerance

heads. Instead of engaging their fellow

On

than

ple them.

fy csfl?cu?fY]oca£eifi, ~J;f.

people-white,

back to his hometown

is to be a

Multiculturalism

ing different

and oth-

ized as representing
birth

this sense

temptation

like a cultural

theology

Defensiveness

they may stick with their

diversity is part of the fabric

of our students'

THE MURAL OF
EDUCATING FOR CULTURE

that

threat

first hand what the class structure

construction

some cele-

suburbs may not want to be character-

Second,
more

grew up with
ethnic
and

some get defensive,

ers become

often lurks behind

class differences

dilettante.
treated

origins. This diversity inspires

granted,

cul-

can reinforce

The other

where

of ethnicity,

reactions:

and

com-

of

of isolation.

brate and engage it, some take it for

Just like

they experience

is a fabric

strands

many different

can reveal God's own

have grown up multicultural.

and

be hostile

is a tool of the dominant

white culture

and history overlap.

national

a

and pur-

human

technology

our common

fears that the world

will inevitably

We must apprecreativity

than enrich

life. Unwarranted

the dominant

Most of our students
friends
of different

that our students

to this campus

now

less than half the popula-

many different

of this valley

resentment

ern Europe.

Most of

richness has its roots in many cultures

cam-

childhood

and

speak the same language

ciate that this valley's

industry,

and biotech

can become

nity rather

voice in the culture.

which

differences

rather

tion and are no longer

culture

pens, cultural

An excessive focus on particular
identities will fragment the commu -

much more

Ohlone

into

the immigrants
in the past two
decades have not come from North-

groups.

constitute

any label.

withdraw

sources

ethnic

Vallry:Now and Then, shows us, a place is
than

minorities

their own safety zones.

tion against

is now Silicon Valley. But as

and gender

discrimina-

to

that
this

how dif-

ficult it is to be candid about a background

of poverty.

It took

Frank

Mc Court fifty years to write about his

socio-

Ignatian

of living a compas-

Finally, our students
up

digital

in
around

also have grown

a borderless

world.

the world,

but pri-

marily in the developed
SANTA

CLARA
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learning,
toward the

GROWING UP DIGITAL
IN A BORDERLESS WORLD

Students

When that hap-

vision

to the Eastside

world,

learn

9

pas~.
a new literacy

with digital

ogy, and also learn

technol.:.

to communicate

everything here) says we need to look
beyond
our obsession
with infor-

globally.
Digital technology

has changed the

way people

especially

learn,

(without implying he would agree with

the

mation

of knowledge

holds with incomes of $75,000
or
more are 20 times more likely to have
Internet

access than

acquisition

families.

Studies confirm

social net-

with lower incomes,

technology

particularly

and the personal
to include

young. Think for a moment
about
how research has changed over the

works

past few years. Browsing the card cat-

best, is using technology

for "learn-

have

alog and stacks of Orradre

ing to be" in community.

In this new

Internet

Library has

to which

contributes.

digital

Social networking,

at its

Latinos,

lower

income

that people

people

and women

and

are less likely to
or access

to the

than white men. Even among

shifted to the new kind of browsing on

households

the Internet.
Digital literacy

$15,000, white European Americans
are three times as likely to have Inter-

more

than

ever

with annual incomes under

net access as African-Americans.

enables students

to move from being

passive learners

to being

learners.

of reading books or

ture, class, and gender

to a lecture,

between the have's and the have not's.

Instead

merely

listening

learners

become

ducers

of knowledge

This engaged

interactive

consumers

Once

digital

again,

differences

The digital revolution

and pro-

simultaneously.

way of learning

nomic

moves

planning

to discover

consumerism,

requires

the search,

that a concern

and

the ability to judge informa-

truth

tion sources quickly to find what one
is looking

for and then

for the common

good.

Just as with written and visual literacy, in digital literacy,

students

must

science and compassion

The very social character
inquiry.

In interactive

exercise judgment
Without

about the content.

the power

to discern

the

to

serve as mentors
scholars

that

of digital

communities

of

learning,

we

in a community

of

constitutes

a field,

for competence

ties like learning
and

ical questions,

ery to the center as we gradually learn
the art of practice from others. For

neighbor

example,

engages our community

knowledge

is flawed in

in its use. Digital

without

critical

literacy

discernment

is a

recipe for disaster.

community

Is this new literacy a solitary process, limited
the individual
that

makes

to the interplay

between

and the screen?
the

it takes

university

If so,

obsolete.

John Seely Brown, the chief scientist
at Xerox, whose research provides

about"

immersion

to move from

physics to "learning

physicist,

from learning

of art to becoming

in a

"learning
to be" a

about works

an artist.

excluded

from

some have been

this world.

House-

the basis for much of my reflections
IO
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for enemy aliens.

0.•_ ---:---------

con-

Professor Steve Fugita works to create a vi,·tual history
in the Densho Project, an archive that preserves the stories

does not give us

of Japanese Americans while offering lessons in justice.

quali-

By Julie

F. Morris

of

knowing

and self. But digital literacy,

together with verbal and visual literacy,

When

l

Steve Fugita was a young professor

psychology at the University of Akron in Ohio in 1974, he marched in solidarity with farm workers supporting
Cesar Chavez and the United Farm Workers (UFW) to ensure safer working conditions

teaching social
the efforts of

and fair wages for immigrant

laborers.

of scholars in

new and creative paths to knowledge,
truth, and wisdom-and,
even more,
how all of us should
in this world.

live

While digital literacy is a reality for
most of our students,

Montana, a Department of Justice
internment
camp

Education

right from wrong, appreciating history,
art and truth, and loving God and

learning
together

1942

Immigration Station or Port of Destination:-;-:;--=.;;;;.....,,,;,,-"-"'."llli:-,,.;,..~.-

that

to be persons

ture or law. We move from the periph-

tag in

when he was sent to
Fort Missoula,

Nameofalien~/f--'"'~~:£1f=·~/'--J/-~~~~~L-~~~

are equally re-

compassion,

and without the ability to discern ethfact and

and

access to important

whether

litera-

for

challenges

is not enough:

Digital technology

integrity

tation

DEPORTATION
P

quired so that we can all live together.
automatic

Matahichi Iseri
received this depor-

of

insists

respect

themselves.

validity and accuracy of information

sociology or theology,

Name of lmmigr.-itionStatio~ or Port

need to believe in genuine

argues.

ulate

to

the

homogenization,

individuals

points

but

that

values beyond

literacy

and software

education

OF

IMMIGRATION
A,NDNATURALn"A!f:1f
: ERVICE
SEA'JTLE, WASH.

for justice must temper

literacy, "understandings
are socially
constructed
and shared,"
Brown

develop not just the ability to maniphardware

new issues

in all of its variety

global

to use that

knowledge well and, if we do our jobs,

are fault lines

policy and eco-

and

social justice. Jesuit

U. S. DEPARTMENT

of cul-

raises impor-

tant issues of public

beyond text and image to negotiating
a vast sea of information.
The drive
impels

~hat
serious
Americans

of color,

African-Americans

a computer

.

ana f
justice
ana recoqnize
justices
were
done
to J
ring
Ward
War II

This is an excerpt from the Fall 2000 Canvoca-

He came to Delano,

California

in 1974-75 to talk with farm workers and watch the now-famous

grape boycott picket lines

being set up by workers on the West Coast.
What he soon learned was that his parents (who were first-generation

Japanese Aniericans)

whom were farmers) sided with the anti-Chavez

forces. The realization was an important

one generation

were the farm workers.

before, the Japanese immigrants

and their friends (many of

one for Fugita, who noted that just

tion address given by SCU President Paul
Locatelli, S.J. For the full text of the talk, please
visit www.scu.edu/president.

•:1wanted to understand

the dynamics between the two groups," Fugita says.
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In enacting
.

a. law calling
for restitution
a sine
f ring
r. apology,
your fellow
.
have, ln a very real
merican
n
. tradit'ona
th 1r
co~~ trn nt to th
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fr .
1ty, ' nd JU
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•
our bc~t w hes for
f a:'r y hav
C

Fugita S(!JS he found it interesting that Japanese Americans
would side against the Mexican farm workers, even

r newed

I

Steve Fugita, professor of ethnic studies at SCU, serves
as the research di1·ector for the Densh6 Project.

though the Japanese Americans could also be considered

a .., of
nd your

,,

"people of color" who had to fight for equal rights.

,,
He spent the next two years interview-

and

ur

•

Work in his field

ing people on both sides of the debate
to learn more about the situation
to gain a better understanding

and

of the

Today, Fugita is
a professor

of

tensions that had developed. Fugita says

ethnic studies at

research assistant for the project and

the archive accessible to students and

"Visual Histories"

he found it interesting

SCUwho

now a graduate

faculty on the SCU campus.

videotapes

of interviews with Japanese

Americans.

In the "Image Library,"

Americans

that Japanese

would side against the

Mexican farm workers, even though the
Japanese Americans

could also be con-

has

also donated

State University,

countless hours

Project started out as an oral history

A Virtual Library

to the Densho

project of Japanese Americans. We'd go
and interview them on videotape to

The project,

dubbed

make it easily accessible .... Nowwe're

computer,"

is currently

looking into education,

viewing by the public through

sidered '.'people of color" who had to

Project,

a non-

fight for equal rights. The difference,

profit educa-

he found, was that many of the

tional endeavor preserving

Japanese Americans were "Nisei," the

of Japanese Americans

through

Japanese word for American-born

multimedia

of video, rare

children of Japanese immigrants, who
had worked for decades to establish

project,

themselves as respected,

Office in Seattle, chronicles

farmers.

landowning

They felt that the UFW and

Chavez threatened

their efforts to man-

age their own farms and businesses.

As a social psychologist,
fascinated by the economic,
and historical

Fugita was
cultural,

aspects of the labor dis-

putes. As the son of hardworking
parents and a person interested

Nisei
in civil

student at San Francisco

photographs,

collection

the history

important

a

and memorabilia.

The

1880 to the present.

Americans

Project is

because it is a permanent

the expefrom

Fugita's work for

students about this part of our history,"

social issues."

story out to schools about this period.

citizens who had worked hard to estab-

rights and social justice, he was drawn

lish themselves as respected

to ethnic studies as a focus of his work.

of society.

members

and by appointment

in Seattle

at the Densho

says that he and the staff are working to

for the project, has been instrumental

three chronological
1880-1941";

Project office, also in Seattle. Fugita

Fugita, who is the research director

information.

each of these main sections are
divisions:

'Wartime,

"Prewar,

1941-1945";

and "Postwar, 1945 to present."
The archive is mainly geared toward

make the archive more widely available

teachers and scholars, Fugita says. For

through

teachers,

in gathering the material.

justice system break-

became involved in 1997 when he took a
nine-month
sabbatical from his teach-

and schools across the U.S. The project

ent viewpoints and engage students in

ing position

also has an informational

discussions

internment

against U.S.

Wing Luke Asian Museum

to larger

tions and background
Within

the

organized
by cap-

example of the

American

for the young teacher who, 25 years
ago, became fascinated with the issues
and discrimination

available for

and documents

by subject and accompanied

It is an important

ing down," he adds, referring

workers

pur-

a "library in a

modern

the project is a natural progression

of civil rights for immigrant

use this archive for educational
poses, to draw a connection

there are more than 1,500 historical
photographs

and how we can

record that scholars can use to teach
Fugita says. 'We are trying to get the

based out of the Densho

rience of Japanese

"I think the Densho

explains, "the Densho

section contains

ofuo,ooo

zens of Japanese

to the

American

citi-

descent against their

He first

at SCU. He has remained

an integral part of the program,

donat-

will during World War II.
In part of the archive, personal sto-

support to the project's five-person

ries of hundreds

in Seattle. Most recently, he helped

of Japanese Americans

ing his time and providing

staff

secure a $25,000

ogy grant to purchase a server, making

The Japanese Americans

information

at

Web site:

technol-

archive is

building

and becoming fishermen
Northwest,

the railroads
in the Pacific

camps throughout

TREASURY
DIVISIONOF

interviews are a

"Gateway Articles" are short essays that

permanent,

archive of

incorporate

photographs,

and bibliographical

video clips,

information.

The

information

DISBURSEMENT

25 672

SAN FRANCISCO. CALIF.,

15-51

PAY
INDOLLARSS.if.-M-ff--fHf.3
DOLLARS
Ml .QOClS
TOTHE
ORDER
OPIIAE
SAOO:O ISERI
967-A
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the

their

families and communities.

that was formerly

unavail-

to have on
perma-

'

Tulelake
P.O.

oSJtcrroRWH1cHoRAwN·

fule

says. The archive also contains under-represented
viewpoints,

such as inter-

views with Japanese
Americans who were children
during the internment.
Fugita believes that such a

WarRelooation Projeot

Box 813
lake, Calif'.

tool is crucial for quality

After the war, many struggled to regain
and reestablish

preserved

able. "I think it's important

~'I.....,.._1lfth~~,
Q)){PilSUtl't
u,t wuuu 1atmJUL'·171942

Western United States and subjected to

their property

For scholars, the

images and videotaped

nent for scholars to use," he

placed in

racist attitudes in their communities.

citizenship,

record something

through WWII, when

they were unconstitutionally
internment

about civil rights, immi-

divided into three main sections.

tell stories

and great-grandparents-

as early pioneers,

stories in the

the Constitution,

and discrimination.

about their lives and those of their
grandparents

the personal

archive are a vehicle to explore differ-

gration,

The well-organized

are preserved on digital video and
database.

workstations

cultural centers, libraries,

www.densho.org.

ongoing

accessible through

a computer

computer

museums,

research.

WORK PROJECTS
AbMINISTRATION

EVACUATION OF
R~STRICTED AREAS

88-726

Digital memory

As Erin Kimura '98, a former

.,

../··

Barracks and Castle Rock, Tu.le Lake internment
camp, California-Circa
1943

- ..

if.,..•.'.~~~~_:Jf::::~
:;.
:
I2

I

When the project team cre-

After Mae Iseri was held at the Pinedale Assembly Center in
California, she was detained at the Tule Lake internment
camp, California, where she worked as a physical education
teacher. This was her first paycheck, which she never cashed.

ated the video interviews,
they tried to "capture the
experience of regular people,"
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June Takahashi, a Japanese American woman from the
Seattle area, describes her internment camp experience. She
recalls when her father was taken awcryfrom her fami!J
without a'!} explanation. She was 9years old at the time.

Two color guards and color bearers ofthejapaneseAmerican

442nd

Building

Combat Team, which was an all-Nisei

U.S. Army regiment formed in February 1943, initially of
volunteers from mainland internment camps and
Hawaii. Its brilliant record as the most decorated unit in
American military history (for its size and length of

List of regulations specifying conduct to be
observed by "alien enemies." Sent to Weiser,

l'\:lnn.l.O-l"8-4
U. S. OEJ'ARTIIENT OP ,l\JSTlC&
lK•KaU.nos ..n N ..n.•,r.u,tunolf ~
(T-141)

Community
DEPARTMENT

Idaho (?)- 1944

OF JUSTICE

OOND1JCT TO DE ODSED\'ED

Densho

DY ALIEN ENEMIES

service) did much to improve attitudes toward Japanese
Americans.

France, November

12, 1944

Takahashi' s personal

cultural groups,

lllTEAllRLSECURITY
SUBSTATl □ n 110.
6

memories

Regulat.ions governing tlie conduct, of alien enemies /rave been. j$sued, of wliicli
t1aefollowing i$ a brief $Ummary:
All alien enemies are required to preaerve the peace toward the United States,
aml to refrain from violating tho laws of tbe United State!, or aiding any enemica of
the United Statu.

and lifelong pain of seeing her father

other Japanese

imprisoned

American

ence so many Japanese Americans

FIREARMS, WEAPONS,AMMUNITION,BOMBS,EXPLOSIVES,SHORT-WAVE
RADIO RECEIVINGSETS,TRANSMITTINGSETS, SIGNALDEVICES,CODESo,

CD-ROM

suffered.

CIPHERS, CAMERAS, or any document.a in which there rnay be any information
concerning any military or na\'al equipment.

available to the

Alien enemies are excluded from dt!ignated areas surrounding any fort, camp,
an;enal 1 airport, power plant, na,y yard, or any factory med for tlie manufacture of
anythiug for the Army or Na,'Y unlcas th,eir preacncc in ntch areas is in punuit of
their regular employment. (When a parolee is in doubt about a certain area, he ahould
consult his diatrict parole officer,)

general

com-

bring to life the experi-

chronicle

A Personal

to

a broad

and accurate view
of the Japanese

internment

Americans.

Arkansas in 1943. Although

happened."

Project organizers

ran-

domly surveyed and carefully chose

of the camp

hashi, aJapanese
American

ence-but

woman

from the Seattle area, describes her

embarrassed

internment

she ignored him in front of her friends.

camp experience.

She

recalls when her father was taken away

that her father was in jail,

"I found myself. .. [she pauses to

from her family without any explana-

compose

tion. She was 9 years old at the time.

taking a different

"None of us knew why he was taken,"
Takahashi tearfully recalled, sitting in a
modern

wouldn't

herself]

to my regret today,
route to school so I

have to see him that way,"

recalls Takahashi.

the project.

She tells in detail of how

she remembers

seeing her father wave to

way.

"They felt it was a stigma, so they
never really talked about it," he

funding
possible.

"A project
like this can
only happen

No alien enemy 1lmll be fouml within any area designated as a military area except
under such reilrictions as the military authorities may impose.

with a lot of

All alien enemie.s:required lo ba\'e Certificate, of ldentilicalion shall carry such
certificate& with them at all time;,1.

support,"

born, his father was separated from

An alien enemy wlio /aib to comply ivitli tlie Regulation$ Governing lhe Conduct
of Aliem of Enemy Nationality i$ subject to appreliemion, detention, a11dinternment
/or llie duration of the t()ffl".

donors

the family. They were not united
again until after the war, when his
moved with her young son and
to Cleveland, where Fugita's

Valley who are
State, where he majored in business with

interested

an emphasis on marketing.

But he also sees the Japanese

He studied

in funding

father worked in a body shop. Fugita

psychology in graduate school at the

American

University of California

part of the project-a

earn his bachelor's

and then moved back to Ohio where he

her from his jail cell window on her
walk to school. But because she was

Idaho-Circa

1943

degree from Ohio

at Riverside,

taught at Akron.
leaving for Japan. Sometimes

inaccurately called Japanese "repatriates,"
left were U.S. citizens. Seattle-November

many who
24, 1945

director

such projects.

community

as a supportive
testament

to

their survival of the internment
camps and efforts to teach others

He went on to become the associate
Japanese Americans

from

the Silicon

grew up in Cleveland and went on to

with varied experi-

Fugita

to tap into

The staff of the MinidokaIrrigator,the weekly newspaper
of the Minidoka internment camp in Idaho, outside

ences for the interviews. Working with

sources

to make this

says. He hopes

In 1943, shortly after Fugita was

daughter

to cul-

tivate additional

explains.

mother

day office being interviewed for

not in any substantial

working

Alien enemie.s must report changes of re,idcncc or employment within their own
community to their diEtrict parole officer within 24 hour, after effecting such change..
Changes of reaidence or employment or tra\'el outside their own community may be
ma~e only after receh·ing pemiiuion from their diiilrict parole officer. All changee of
re!tdence or employment must he reported to the Alien Regis:tration Division of this
Service ~nd to tlte local officeof the F. B. l

his parents

public,

and Fugita is

No alien enemy shall be affiliated with any organization, duignated by the
A~tomey General aa opposed to tl1e public hitercst of the United States, nor 11hallany
ahen euem)' attend any meetinp or poueu or distribute auy literature of such an
organization.

he says

talking a little about the experi-

the paper's office. The paper contained news about the
camp and of the war when Nisei began enlisting.

Japanese Americans

camp inJerome,

view, June Taka-

access and a

.
No alien enemy !hall enter or he found in or upon any highway, waterway, airway, railway, puhlic utility building, or place not open to the public generally; nor
ehall he undertake any nir flight in nny ain::rafl.

in an

itself, he does remember

says Fugita. 'We wanted to capture canpeople an idea of the craziness of what

was born

he has no memories

In one inter-

of their lives to give

Connection

Fugita himself

both online

No alien enemy slnll have in his possession any of the fo1lowing articles:

the project team
has attempted

did reflections

hope

to someday have

service clubs, and

munity resources,

Japanese American Internal Security Officer,
Minidoka internment camp, Idaho-Circa
1943

Project

organizers

of the Pacific Asian American

Mental Health Research Center at the

about their experiences
it never happens
"One

in the hopes

again.

of the good things to come

University of Illinois

out of the incarceration

before coming to

organizing

was the

of the Japanese

Santa Clara in

community,"

1990. Fugita lives in

is still well-organized

the South Bay with

tribute

American

he said. "To this day, it
and I think it's a

to the community."

his wife of 30 years.
For more information, visit www.densho.org.

They have one
daughter,

Forthe images used in this article, special

Stephanie,

who

graduated

from

thanks to the Densh6Project,the Yamadafamily,
the Kinoshita Family, the NationalArchives

SCU in 1999 with a

and RecordsAdministration, and the Wing

master's degree in

Luke Asian Museum.

marriage and family
counseling.
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JulieF Mon·isisaji-eelance
writerbasedin Hollister.

2000
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Then and Now
For ~5 years, the Society of Jesus has been explicitly committed
to the service of faith and the promotion
commitment

is much

older

than

keynote address, Peter-Hans

of the justice. But the

that.

In his conference

Kolvenbach,

S.J., the Superior

General of the Society of Jesus since 1983, traced the notion of
embracing

"an action-oriented

commitment

back more

than four centuries

to the Jesuits'

to the poor"
founder,

St.

Ignatius of Loyola. "St. Ignatius wanted love to be expressed
not only in words, but also in deeds," he said.
Expanding

on this notion,

a key component

Father Kolvenbach

to justice education:

"ThefolfillmentofJesuiteduca-

with innocent

tion is notjust learning about

catalyst for solidarity,

justice, it is doing justice,"

inquiry and moral reflection."

"personal

pointed

involvement

suffering, with the injustice others suffer, is the
which then gives rise to intellectual

hundreds

of programs

boast

tice into the educational

conference at Santa Clara

were featured at the conference,

see the box on page 19.] The

majority of successful programs

have one important

common:

mitment to Justice in Jesuit

experience.

they require

tant component

ofpersonalaction suifacedasa

mation,

centralthemeof the conference,whichgatheredleadersfrom Rome,LatinAmerica,andAsia as wellas more than 4,00 delegates
from all
28 Jesuitcollegesand universities.t Overthepastyear, Santa Clara,BostonCollege,and the Universi!Jof DetroitMer9 eachheld a
regionalconferenceto explorethe roleofjusticein universi!Jlife. Thesethreeinstitutionsservedas co-sponsorsof the nationalconference,

interaction

both for the individual
this personal

This impor-

and for society as a whole.

for Jesuit institutions

interaction

of students,

Elizabeth

(Betsy) Linehan,

enough ... You have to have analysis of the experience,
tion on the experience."
At the conference,

Students

must let the world

Most Jesuit colleges and universities
immersion
service

experiences,

learning.

Republic

that humanbeingsare radicalJy

hoods

just

down

interdependent,and that the

direct,

personal

.flourishing
ofa'.!Y
oneof usdepends
uponthe.flourishing
of us all." 'f'

have programs

community-based

Whether

Dominican

between

delegates

by sending

the

street,

experience

Roger
Studies

kinds

was the

of student

students

these

called
or

to the

neighbor-

programs

with academic

combine

reflection

Program

director

at Creighton

of the Justice
University,

and

PETER-HANS

on

KOLVENBACII,

Sandra

before

S._1.

says that

she

extensively

she came to col-

tional

experience

Fordham

helped her make

the

connection

volunteering

at

between
and

faith.

Now she is in her third

to change lives.

CLARA

a 1997
Fordham

lege, but that her educa-

the Su/Jaiur Gcncrol of the

year

suggests that a passion for justice does-

SANTA

of

University,

Peace

to lectures,"

Lobo,

volunteered

says he firinly

books or listening

to be simply vol-

graduate

Socic!r (~f:Jc,,us

Bergman,

n't come out of reading

2000

that the

reflection

these valuable

"The real
measure of our
Jesuit universities
lies in who our
st u de n t s be com e ."

that experience .

"My own experience

MAGAZINE/WINTER

indicated

and personal

unteering.

in

learning,

or to the low-income

believes in the power of these programs

CLARA

some

of academic

reflec-

experiences and what many

ClaireGaudlanlgaveher keynoteaddressIn MayerTheatre.

universities
that"stand
for thetruth:

experi-

alone is not

expe-

faculty, and staff.

of

at St.Joseph's

agrees that the first-hand

consider

encourageddelegatesto foster

that is

of the Sisters

department

ence is crucial, but she adds that "the experience

In his openingremarks,BannanInstituteDirectorWilliamSpohn challenged

conversations
aboutfaith." He

SANTA

member

Mercy and chair of the philosophy

alum-

ticego deep enoughto become

I

times not even recognizing

University in Philadelphia,

is to better

into the educational

That tends to turn young peoples' worlds

more power there is in making relationships

key distinction

whereconversations
aboutjus-

I6

the case-the

facul!J,and staff. Theevent,whichwashosted!?Jthe BannanInstitutefor JesuitEducationand ChristianValues,alsoservedas thepremier
Jesuit institutionsto "beplaces

says

"that take

with people who struggle to survive ... from day to day."

component

Delegatesfromeach universityflanked the podium.

Bergman

and courses

where they .. .learn to care about people who are

suffering injustice.

whichwasan historicgatheringof U.S.Jesuitcollegepresidents,top U.S. and international
Jesuitofficials,academicvicepresidents,deans,
eventfor SCU'syearlongsesquicentennialcelebration.

experience."

programs

ileged backgrounds-many

thing in

can result in a transfor-

rience for the entire university community
ni, administration,

educational

on their head. And the more that they have come from priv-

with those in

on the experience.

of aJesuit education

One of the challenges
integrate

[For a few examples that

personal

need, paired with reflection

HigherEducation."This idea

reservation

and courses that help to integrate jusc..

in hisk9note addressto a recent

Universi!JI
entitled"The Com-

says. "It comes out of. .. personal
he supports

people into the Third World, or into the inner city, or to the

Across the country, Jesuit colleges and universities

I.eonPanetta'60,].D. '63 said

Fromleft: LeonPanetta'60, J.D. '63, SCUPresidentPaul Locatelli,S.J.,
and BannanInstitute DirectorWIiiiamSpohn.

to

he

Fordham's

Community

opportunities

MAGAZINE/WINTER
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for reflection

Service

as

Program.

throughout

director
She

of

says the

her service experi-

I
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Just

Act

(

Potential

citizens

can change

that ever does,"

the world.

Margaret

committed

it is the only thing

Mead once said. The 28 Jesuit

colleges and universities,
of nearly 200,000

Indeed,

with their combined

students,

enrollment

have significant

potential

to

do good in the world.
And, in fact, much good is done nowon Jesuit campuses,
in their

communities,

only a fraction
The Associated Jesuit Colleges and Universities (AJCU)held Its
fall meeting In conjunction with the conference.

if more of these students
the world during

ences taught her that "we learn so much from justice issues,
from

each

other,

and

from

the

communities

and throughout

of this student

population

the world,

when

is engaged.

What

were actively working

their

college education

more

difficult

for justice

in

I

Thethree programsbelowarejust a few of the manythat were fea-

understandthe problemsof socialinequalitysuchas hunger,racism,

tured as modelprogramsat the recent"Commitment
to Justicein

illiteracy,andviolence;the causesof those problems;and possible

JesuitHigherEducation"
conference.Forextensiveinformation

waysof imagininghowto overcomethem. PULSEprovidesstudents

aboutthe conference,keynotespeakers,delegates,and programs,

withthe opportunityto combinesupervisedsocialservicefieldwork

pleasevisit www.scu.edu/Bannanlnstitute/

withthe studyof Philosophy,
Theology,and otherdisciplines,couplingacademicworkin the classroomwith a variety of reflection

TheEastsideProjectat SantaClaraUniversity

components.

TheEastsideProjectwas foundedin 1986 to establisha mutually

For more information, contact 617-552-8439 or visit

beneficialpartnershipbetweenthe Universityand the community

www.bc.edu/supportedemployment

that wouldultimatelyfix the concernforjusticefirmlywithinthe

and throughout

University'scurriculum.Throughcommunity-based
learningopportu-

their lives?
It is perhaps

we work

to continue

1

Act

Model Programs

for good

"Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful,

Just

to work for

SemestreOominicano/lnsitute
ForLatinAmericanConcern(ILAC)at

nities,studentsare invitedto learnfromthe resourcefulness
of peo-

Creighton
University

in .... You think you are giving, but you get so much back,"

justice

when the real world of career and

plewho are poor,live on the marginsof society,and are struggling

Thisprogramoffersstudentsthe opportunityto earncreditswhileliv-

she says. "It is such a big learning

family often draw focus, but this challenge to work for justice

againstdeprivationand discrimination.
Eachstudent'splacementis

ing,exploring,
andvolunteering
in the DominicanRepublic.
Thediverse

experience."

But there are many college students
feel they have the patience
tice work. Perhaps
career

goals,

with

up in their newfound

for

Still others

freedom

Jesuit

toward their

qualifying

internships.

can and should
impact

to engage· in jus-

they are feverishly working

preoccupied

school or professional
wrapped

who simply may not

or inclination

as engaged

Leon Panetta '60, J.D.

poll conducted

Policy at California

State University,

that Panetta co-directs

Institute

Monterey,

students that were interviewed

news," that 73 percent

of the

for service at the community
Contrary
apathetic,

to the popular

institutions

belief that college students

to channel

an opportunity

more of this widespread

into integrated

programs

for Jesuit
interest

that combine

in

In her

service

formation,

learning process: "Students,

described

lives, so they can learn to feel it, think about it critically, respond

example

to its suffering, and engage it constructively.

keynote

insight

that lie ahead, from the ethical,

social,

challenges

of the business

world,

time to keep the passion

ongoing

in the mission

PULSEProgram at Boston College

tionsthat createand perpetuatepovertyin developing
countries.
For more information, contact 402-280-3179 or visit

help students develop an intellectual framework within which to

www.Creighton.edu/JLAC/ilac.html

president

of the New London

(NDLC)

three

partnership,

mental

of a $715 million

in the creation

president
institutional

for justice,

of

ers, especially the disadvantaged and the oppressed."

Connecticut

MAGAZINE/WINTER

that economic

their

College

2000

improve

faculty,

schools

hope to accomplish

1988,

"an
in

a sense of social

undergraduates."

since

herself

Gaudiani

President

increase

instru-

development
supported

Grounded

development

of

by fed-

in Gaudiani's

was elected

"When people really want to achieve a change, they set hard

and social justice

the New London

demonstrates,

ways to challenge
committing

others

goals," Gaudiani

are

tax base,

integrating

and

yourself

to the cause.

when administration,

ing for justice

to justice

Conference
of working

tice. But there was a call for even more
themselves,

not only of information

faculty,

but of inspiration

into Jesuit

to the hard goal of developing

is by

education

is quite a complex
raised more questions

faculty,
for jus-

to get involved,

an action plan for their own

campus by next March.
"In the world we live in, there are too many people who

delegates

and staff are work-

they can better

told the delegates. But the task of more fully

than it answered. As delegates departed for home, they agreed

that there are many administrators,
the mission

justice

one. For some delegates the conference

one of the most effective

to a commitment

and staff who do exemplify
because

Hard Goals

plan

the quality of life for all citizens.

As Gaudiani

saying that "the

Gaudiani

she has been

and waterfront

and state funding.

Corporation
of this unique

are two sides of the same coin, the goals of the NLDC

Gaudiani,
"full

Development

years ago. As a key leader

university-community

philosophy

for

of the globe by inculcating
in

farms,hospicios,
or daycarecenters.Theexperiencehelpsto provide

The objective of the PULSEProgram, now in its thirtieth year, is to

acknowledged

of what the Jesuit

every corner

-

Claire
called

San Jose Mercury News called

responsibility

CLARA

www.scu.edu/SCU/Projectslcastsidel

to

for jus-

service to those in need.

must be engaged as well as other leaders,

They should learn

SANTA

address,
College,

to perceive, think, judge, choose, and act for the rights of oth-

I

combineto promotea commitmentto justice.Studentscanworkin a
varietyof servicesitessuchas localschools,orphanages,
hospitals,

to create jobs,

president
The

----------

looks like in

and staff at all levels."

must let the gritty reality of this world into their

rs

to justice

can offer students

From the top down

Connecticut

this

in the course of their

than 1,100 SantaClarastudentsparticipateeachyear.
For more information, contact 408-554-4549, or visit

eral, private,

involvement"

In his keynote address, Father Kolvenbach

components
of the program,whichincludeacademiccoursesin languageandsocialscienceas wellas hands-oncommunityservice,

for the city's downtown

I

are

and learning.
important

commitment

for students,

is

level.

this last result highlights

volunteering

role models

themselves,

said they had never

of the students said that they would volunteer

linkedto an academicclasswherestudentsbringtheir communitybasedlearninginto dialoguewith campus-based
coursework.More

studentswitha greaterunderstanding
ofthe socialandpoliticalcondi-

help fight for justice

of making

tice alive through

if the hun-

from these schools were just

with an adult about getting involved in

public service or public life. The good news, said Panetta,
that 75 percent

the challenges

it is even

valuable

and environmental

said they would never choose a

career in public life, and that 80 percent
had a conversation

to show what a lifelong
into the challenges

an institute

at

for justice.

the real world. Alumni

for Public

with his wife, Sylvia. The poll revealed

what Panetta called "disturbing

what could happen

of alumni

in working

students

seems substantial,

they can also serve as important

con-

shared the results of a

'63,

by the Panetta

work of the current

to imagine

Not only can alumni
former

as well. If the potential

to alumni

colleges and universities

dreds of thousands

to get excited about

In his keynote address to the conference,
recent

extend

of the social justice

more inspiring

graduate

may be too

working for justice.
gressman

after graduation,

don't

count,

President

whose

voices

Paul Locatelli,

commitment
ulty, students,

of American

never

get heard,"

said SCU

S.J. "This conference

renews the

Jesuit institutions

to help our fac-

and alumni hear those voices and respond."

serve as sources
for students.

SANTA

CLARA

Elizabeth
KellryGillogly
'93 is theactingeditor of Santa Clara Magazine.
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Think of a

by Tamara Straus

former classmate. A friend.
He graduated from Santa Clara five, ten,
maybe twenty years ago. He joined a successful high-tech company, made a good salary,
was given valuable stock options, and in time, just as
he planned, settled down with the woman he loved and
had children. Let's call this person Joel Motora.

.,

Joel used to call you about once a month,
to get together for an after-work drink. He
would sit by your side and tell you
with heated excitement about the
Psychologists Take on the Dark Side of Silicon Valley

tremendous growth of his company,
the ambition of his colleagues, their stam-

his is the story of a Silicon Valley man. A story that Dr. Stephanie
Addictions

ina, his burgeoning wealth.

Institute

in Menlo Park, says is increasingly

Back then, Joel was doing just fine, keeping up with his co-workers
and in many cases outshining them. But a few months ago he called to
say he would have to cancel, once again, your get-together.
On the phone, Joel admitted he was losing speed, drinking too much.
He said he felt overburdened at work, incapable, even after putting in 80
hours a week, to be as productive as his company demanded. He told

says Brown.

such a person

Brown, who has worked as a psychologist

of the

as Joel's are on the rise. She says the demands
responsibilities
around

of the high-tech

that are, as she puts it, "beyond human

"That is because the corporate
the clock has become

mentality

an implicit

giance from family to work-and

Though

her views are some of the most adamant,

side effects of the tech boom.

Conference

at Santa Clara University

The rule is: you shift your primary

alle-

for yourself, your spouse, your kids."

participants

Brown is not alone in her perceptions

called "Speed.com:

The Search for Meaning

from companies

talked about such new phenomena

of high-tech

such as Cisco and Hewlett-Packard
as speed addiction-epitomized

speed freak who keeps an hourglass

work culture.

in the New Millennium,"

on his desk to remind

himself

gathered

by mondera.com

At a

200

psy-

to explore
CEO

resource"-and

hurry sickness, the disease that befalls those who, forever armed with a Palm digital assistant and a cell

phone,

2000

this, she says.

explains Brown. 'Working

a self-avowed

that "time is our scarcest

have lost the ability to relax.

Sam Keen,

~IAGAZINE/WJNTER

of workers to take on

Fred Mouawad,

a philosopher

out that even holidays-carved

CLARA

such

(Speed addicts unite)

the more disturbing

old college buddies was burning out.

for success in technology.

that has consequences,

whose work responsibilities

couldn't sleep. He couldn't eat. It seemed the success story among your

world have forced a whole population

capacity." But many of them refuse to acknowledge

requirement

and a few dozen employees

on the rocks. Joel

e-mails she gets every day."

of the valley has linked progress with speed,"

chology professionals

are just as great-was

tips for answering the I,000

in Silicon Valley for more than 20 years, is not terribly amazed that situations

you he rarely saw his kids and that his relationship with his wife-

SANTA

and director

both male and female, who come to

might come in, not for therapy, but because he's frantic and wants help with scheduling,"

'We had one patient who wanted management

July conference

I

a psychologist

her office.
"Oftentimes,

20

Brown,

typical of the patients,

who served as the conference's
out for centuries

SANTA

keynote speaker,

as opportunities

CLARA

MAGAZINE/WINTER

got many heads nodding

for rest and contemplation-are

2000

when he pointed

getting short shrift

for the elite core of entrepreneurs

fits-especially

also has become

environment

that the high-paced

is not for everybody.

(The office as pressure cooker)

like cocaine are so

that amphetamines

"It's not for nothing

tant prices for houses and food as the dot-comers."

of being
argues Z ur.

in our brains,"

alive because it's also chemical

of Silicon Valley

widespread."

Wealth envy is on the rise. People complain

Zur also argues that slowing down might force people to

traffic, the high cost of living,

take a deeper look at their lives, and in doing so explore their

job pressures,

a pervasive sense of franticness.

dissatisfactions

are even books on the market extolling

the joy of faster sex.
SCU's Center

associate dean of
Develop-

for Professional

After she read about a dog
into a

she became convinced

in the valley was out of control.

is like a hammer.

warns, "technology

and together

Like Olivier,
bring

classes at Santa Clara,

them during

the session.

as he has had patients

economy has sped up almost every facet

much that the high-tech

the

something
use

part of the

social values.

by a company's

"It's become

conference.

that one has to try and conceal in order not to be
of this attitude on

has become

used to be a source of pride.
"me-decades,"

emphasizes self-sacrifice

on the news-that

tion, commonly

of a woefully inaccurate

predicdevices

believed in the '70s, that technology

would save so many hours that leisure would be overabundant.
"Even up until the '6os, we were shooting
life based on leisure,"
increased

said Keen.

desire for consumer

for an idealized

"But since then, our

goods means we need more

money, so we have to spend more time to get it."

The success of Santa Clara's Speed.com

conference,

which

received coverage from such major media outlets as USATod'!)'
and CBS Network News, may prove that the darker sides of
California's
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I

who is most conniving

Peoplecomplain about
constant traffic, the high
cost of living, job pressures,
a pervasive sense of franticness. There are even

( Outingthe speed demon)

second great Gold Rush are receiving the light of

making reference

Larson,

and communality.

booksonthe market extolling
the joy of faster sex.

Many of his incoming

and decided to switch to a more meaningful

Other

Working

Group."

"self-interested

But, admits Larson,
inquiry

underneath

is a regular old self-help

C. Clarke's book 2001, by an evil technology

drive to achieve individual

a

of our

and democracy,

situation.

prosperity,

have created

One looks out at Silicon

Valley and sees a miasma of contradictions:

"The Greed

the

success. These forces, combined

of freedom

an ultimately paradoxical

The club trades papers on such concepts as
egoism" and "empathy-induced

in

like the characters

One thing that is for certain is wealth creates envy-and

and

world he feels in conflict with, Larson has created an oncampus professors'

that puts ethics before materialistic

own making?

with our traditions

and try to better understand

club called, plainly enough,

is it possible that an era

excess? Or we will be destroyed,
Arthur

career.

out into a society that doesn't reward care-giving.
To boost his own morale,

movement

are

that they will have a difficult time going

Larson is concerned

of how much you influ-

devoted to slowing down is upon us-a mass simplicity

of his have not been so lucky, though,

students

by how much money

measured

iven all this disgruntlement,

employees who have cashed in their stock

high-tech

he says.

says

and psychology students

options

most of the engi-

enced the technology."

to this trend.

former

"Back in the beginning,

guys were trying to make a difference,"

gets the respect and the gold."
counseling

environment

since the dot-corns

you made. Success was a measure

to the reality TV show. "The guy

Larson says, however, he is seeing exceptions

is that the high-tech

"Success was not necessarily

or the stories

"The survivors are the ones who win in our world,"

Wealth envy is on the rise.

Carter

more money-oriented

started to appear.
neering

there is little in

in the behavior or politicians

balance."

must be a work/home
What concerns

and assume there

health and happiness

of their employees'

that insist on suc-

however, realize the value

cess at any cost," he says. "Others,

ridiculed by people who are more focused on self-interest."
Larson worries about the repercussions

officer ofXilinx,

culture.

"I think there are plenty of companies

and psychology professor at SCU

who helped organize the Speed.com

the culture-whether

in Mayer Theatre

on the individ-

choice often abetted

is an individual

agrees that workaholism

is seen as a stupid career move,"

"Now being a do-gooder

But now, after two continuous

gathered

"But I think it's incumbent

Bill Carter '71, MS '95, chief technology

These days what upsets people in the psychology field is not so

ers, as a nurse or a therapist,

those

if you wanted to be a 24/7 worker, you could,"

says Emanuelson.

society at large. He says that spending your life in service of oth-

because time off equals time wasted. He also reminded

few hours.

"Certainly,

of life, but that it has altered longstanding

who

and lap tops into his office-and
But Zur contends

home at five p.m. to spend

he returns

time with her, after which he logs on with his laptop and puts

We can build with it,

in another

says Dale Larson, a counseling

Zur says it has been hard not to notice

their cell phones

senior executives

says his company's

the need for employee flexibility. Since his

ual to try to set boundaries."
Ofer Zur,

to address the speed culture and perhaps

of high technology,

to keep up the pace and manage the stress."

daughter was born,

(The search for meaning)

figure out ways to slow it down.
impact

eight, 16 hours a day. And so it's very

that life

they decided to create two days of lectures and

discussions

'Tm usually in meetings

understand

really spoke to me," says Olivier.
who was auditing

"It's pretty crazy at work," he says.

Still, Emanuelson

but we can also destroy."

"That dog

Shortly after, Olivier met up with her friend
a Sonoma psychologist

constant self-evaluation.
challenging

and soul." Zur

speed, meaning,

"technology,

between

of his job demand

keting at Cisco, admits that the pressures

serious

when he says our greatest task is to explore the relationship

highway in an act of road rage, she
explains,

in Japan where they

to eat, but he is absolutely

charge by the minute

was born from just this sense of
that died when he was thrown

"IfWe Go Any Faster, We May Not Get There."

presentation

Zur may joke about the restaurant

ment, said the idea for the conference
franticness.

titled his conference

which is why he humorously

traction,

Beverly Olivier,

mar-

MBA' 97, who works on Internet

Mark Emanuelson

our great dis-

form of repression,

has become a 21st-century

workers have to say about all of this? Plenty.

Speed, he says,

or feelings of emptiness.

tech

and envied high-salaried

And what do the dot-comers

about constant
There

"It can be

hard on your morale when you have to pay the same·exorbi-

ered by being rushed.
"When you have speed, you have the illusion

clear

"I think everyone has IPO envy," quips Larson.

a speed cure is that people feel empow-

with finding

problem

that the tech boom has had great bene-

obsessed by their inventions-it
companies

there is little

Although

acknowledgement.
question

the anxiety of competition.

the thrill of

It is perhaps

how

America has always been, but sped up.

altruism."

the first layer of academic
group.

SANTA

CLARA

TamaraStrausis theformer actingeditorof Santa Clara Magazine. She
writesandeditsfor AlterN et. org in San Francisco.
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and Mary Nally '78, Los Angeles; Winnie

Our

'94 and Kari Cullivan '95, Peninsula;

addition

Association

is quite

fortunate.

In

and Kim Hamann

to the selfless efforts of our officers, board

members,

chapter

leaders,

and volunteers,

blessed in having an array of individuals
hesitate to participate

in a program

we are

Harris

when asked. A

case in point was the third week of September.

Even
many

complete

people

generously

alumni

and friends.

Despite

offered

dent, Paul Locatelli,

at its annual

address

Liebscher,

Honors

professor

of Fellows meeting.

addressed

at its annual

offered

mass at the East Bay chapter's

dinner.

in Livermore.

of history,

addressed

and he also gave

of history

Program,

Dennis

and head
our Marin

Smolarski,
Santa

George Giacomini,

golf tournament.
Other
Mamoru
Story";

Rambis

made a presen-

have served as rich sources
at chapter

'52, the curator
'60, J.D.

'61, entrepreneur;
'80,

S.J. '69,

Clara Sunday

Bench at its San Francisco

Leon Panetta
expert;

County

the Board of Fellows at its annual meet-

presentations

Inouye

Bannan
tional

of the

Jeanette

of information

events. Our thanks to

of the "Heart
'63, political

Marty Mimmack

Garretty

Mountain

analyst;
'84,

'74, economist;

part of the L.A. Lakers'
our incoming

East Bay; Dennis

Pete '64 and Mary Manno
Jo.Anne Tombari
'97, Sanjose;

Phil

motivaand Kurt

management

students

team.

and parents

'73 and Ann Harter,
'67, Orange

appreciation

is extended

mainstay of the department

of University

nications,

'66 and Joan

into their
Santa Rosa;

County; Joe '87 and

DeGasparis

Coast; Haydee Diaz '96, Chicano-Latino;

Nancy

McCann.

Nancy

to her hometown

Marketing

has retired

of Modesto.

June 22-23,

to the three-decade

37

Commu-

from

Santa

Wes, are

Since her initial days

as assistant to magazine editor Peg Major to that of office coordinator,
Nancy has been the congenial contact person for
University news and information
has transpired

and a true chronicler

of what

at Santa Clara. We shall miss our good neigh-

Edward Clark recently

amphibious

As the University
Association

'66, Central

Dick '80 and Lisa

celebrates

activity will be the presentation
Association's

highest

honor.

of the lgnatian
This

award

alumni who make exemplary contributions
ers. Many alumni

to the good of oth-

do great things in their

community,

but

often only their families and associates know of their service
and sacrifice. Please take a moment to add worthy names to
our list of nominees.
the Alumni

Office.

You can e-mail or send nominations
For further

Web site at www.scu.edu/alumni

information,

42

and Genita
Francisco;

Costello

'74, Portland;

'71, Monterey;
Tina

Caratan

'74, San

Laura Zyromski '66, Dallas; Pat '78, JD./

MBA '82

retired

53
55
board

63

D. Wayne Christensen had his ranch

Black Angus Breeder
construction

64
thera-

Research.

Fred De Funiak is the principal

California

School designation

He

Komar,

and moved

in 1999. He also welEmma Terese

born April 7. Nancy Goodwlllle was

Humanities

Colo. to Palm Desert.

Endowment

Civic Responsibilities."
of PEG Solutions,

a

Rights and

Ramon Jimenez has

been elected member-at-large
of the American

service firm that helps chents

for the

grant to attend an institute

,vith the theme of ''Women's

Denis Crane has been elected to the

of

Distinguished

comed his first grandchild,

awarded a National

professional

He

Silver Creek High School in Sanjose,
which earned

of the

from active service as its director.

of directors

of 2000.

of the largest log

Columbia.

and founder

John Wash has retired

1998

cabin in the world, located in British

into the body's role in

for BioSpirtual

from Littleton,

of the 1941

to the board

Academy of Orthopedic

Surgeons.

56

with his wife, Cynthia.

enjoy golf, travelling,

2001

grandchildren's
Enrique Pereira reinitiated

management
Nicaragua
palace

in

and built the presitime.

between Mauagua

of radiology

He

and Miami.

58

in Apple Valley.

Diane M. Reber has retired

from a career in

where she keeps busy with golf, running,

They

and watching their

and Spanish

classes.

~

sports activities.

living in Rhinelander,

~

and is

Wis. He spends his

June 22-23,

winters tracking wolves and his summers
chasing storms.

Ken Murphy, after 35 years

in private practice,
and general

counsel

at St. Mary's

medical sales and has moved to San Diego,

in

Everett "Bud" Smith has retired

having
of the

Medical Center

his con-

company

in record

18 years as chairman

department
Regional

2001

Timothy O'Neill has retired

Portland,

C. Patrick Lauder has retired

completed

~

June 22-23,

~

June 22-23,

65

~

after 37 years as

~

check out our

or call 408-554-6800.

dential

Kevin '74

pist, researcher

inJune

history at Santa

Clara High School.

finished

Fr. Edwin McMahon is an author,

for the Pacific Coast Stock

to

commutes

Mark '71 and Patti Boitano

52

Mike Ardantz retired

named

June 22-23, 2001

Exchange.

Bob '67 and Kit Semas,
Denver;

after 53

2001

team, retired

a floor broker

struction

Rossi '73,

Iwo Jima.

law to a ranch in

William Beggs, captain

SCU football

48

part of

62

after 35 years of teaching

harness the power of the Internet.

Mauagua,

Christine

including

Q

I look forward to seeing you on the chapter trail.
Sincerely,

in two wars,
He was part of six

June 22-23,

but

@

88 years

with his wife, June.

the
those

turned

John Cost J.D. '40 has retired

Akey

Awards,

recognizes

Lloyd Scott won't be

thank them for being a memorable

Institute

the Alumni

our 120th anniversary.

and theater.

healthy spirituality,

years of practicing

its 150th anniversary,

will commemorate

Harry Wenberg enjoys golf, travel, gar-

his life.

colonel.

38

"

z
0

June 22-23, 2001

able to make the class of '50 reunion

He went inactive in 1952 as a heutenant

Shanahan '80, Sacramento; Joe '64, MBA '65 and Marilyn
Franzia, Modesto; Joe '89 and Rosalie Pacula '90, San Diego;
Santa Cruz;

operations,

anniversary.

2001

old. He served the Marines
World War II and Korea.

their

would like to wish his classmates well and

~

9

in Sonoma

with his wife. They recently celebrated

50

~

orders, which

Clara after 35 years of service. She and her husband,
returning

Joseph Crowley retired

dening,

Please note that the directory will

Wewillmissyou,Nancy!
Well-deserved

'90, Spokane; Alex '98 and Guisselle Nunez

Ernest

Page 34 for a

Seeking
nominations
for the lgnatianAwards

homes just before the school year began: Dave '65 and Susan
Tripaldi,

directory-see

Watsonville

Also, we offer special thanks to the many gracious alumni
who welcomed

update.

the final stages of

bor on the second floor of Donohoe.

fund-raising

Our thanks to all.

alumni

by providing

Art

Jr. '56, professor

ing. Cheryl Levick, our new athletic director,
tation to the Bronco

presi-

time to address our San

chapter
Program

as University

dinner,

at the Board

S.J. '69,

University

has entered

our alumni

49

50th wedding

only by sold through pre-publication

to support

responsibilities

S.J. '60 found

chapter

the keynote

time

ALUMNI

Santa Clara Magazine
Santa Clara, CA 95053-1505
Phone 408-554-5123
Fax 408-554-5464
alumupdate@scu.edu

must be placed by early December.

his multiple

Diego alumni

their

UNDERGRADUATE

'71, Sanjose.

Publications

though

of fall quarter,

Duggan

and Butch '71

Alumnidirectoryupdate

who never

compiling

it was the beginning

I

Executive Director Jerry Kerr '61

Ourattitudeof gratitude
Alumni

ClassNotes

is now vice president

66

P. Michael McCahill is vice president

Aon Corporation.

for carsdirect.com.

2001
of

He hves in Omaha,

Neb. with his wife, Ann,

and children,

Molly and Max.

j
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67

Maggie O'Hara is currently

teaching

GATE and drama classes in the King City
Elementary

District.

as valedictorian

Her daughter graduated

~f her high school class

I

vice president

of human

Incorporated.

She is working part time and

resources

spending

time with her husband

daughter

in Los Altos. She also serves on

Spanish-speaking

students.

with his wife and four children

and works as a program
Governor's

manager

for the

Office of Safety Services.

Margaret Simmons lives in Phnom

Cambodia

and teaches English,

epistemology

70

Penh,
drama,

at the international

\1KJ

and

June 22-23,

David Samuelson

J.D. '75 moved to Telluride,
Christopher Adams resides in

Sacramento

and

school.

Colo. to take a

being a den mother,

Murphy is working

human

and man-

at Global Exchange,

rights organization

a

in San

to Palo Alto and is living on a sailboat ,vith
his ,vife, Marilyn,

in Alameda.

accepted

lifestyle.

three months

Congo

with the World

working

Organization
Project.

in the

She will be spending
Hopkins

the next two

Hospital

in

portation

and engineering

Martha (Mutch) Holstlaw's daughter,

Terri,

Julia is a freshman

at the SCU Leavey

School of Business.

of trans-

services for the

has retired

from Chevron

much worse lives than before. They have noth-

accepted

ing. Malnutrition is everywhere. You used to

a job as the financial

trative director

in his

and adminis-

Bench.

diving

in the Caribbean.
as the director

development

and

He also enjoys free-

working

programs

and

for the

School

Fund.

see people selling things in the market, but

ories of Zaire (now the Democratic Republic

now you see people selling whatever they

the 15th

of the Congo). where she had spent 18

have on the street-two

months as a Peace Corps volunteer after

a pair or shoes, or a little girl's dress. And the

graduating from SCU.

money they get hardly means anything."

Certified

Keelan is a vice president

Carey Commercial

T. Vincent

at Cornish

and

"The memories of the Congo were always

Real Estate. He had the
ball

at Pacific Bell Park in San Francisco.

78

Mary McCullough is a development

at Presentation

and conference
Mountains.

Center,

a retreat

center in the Santa Cruz

She is pleased to announce

her son, Tim '02, and her daughter,

District.

'04, are attending

climbed Mt. Fuji in August ,vith the

Breast Cancer

of her business,

Business Forms and Products.

director

Laurie Martin is

of community

Unified

college. But she was unsettled by her memCarol

for the Community

of Santa Cruz County.

and spends his

in the community

Climb Against the Odds Team for the

Janet M. Ruggiero has

in the Midwest working in medical technology and teaching biology at a community

the 31st person

privilege of catching the first homerun

and sons, A.J. and Erick. William Dow

Martin

family to attend SCU. Susan Farrar has

Foundation

city of Santa Clarita in Los Angeles County.

Tahoe/Truckee

71

"There is no infrastructure," says Likos,
"and no real employment. People are living

anniversary

Anthony Nisich is the director

youth

Marie Likos '72, tried for nearly 20

to Santa

Anne (Aiassa) Diodate is celebrating

73

Anna

years to live what she calls "a normal life,"

a tennis scholarship

Clara. He becomes

Health

on the Polio Eradication

time volunteering

2001

to announce

to their new Colorado

with Bronco

June 22-23,

Richard M. Ruso '75, are pleased

adjusting

Anna Likos spent

He lives in Santa Clarita ,vith his ,vife,

Greg Hull moved his law practice

Francisco.

Mary (Van Dalsem) and her husband,

their son, Richard M. Ruso Jr. '03, has

years at Johns

Mary (Ragen)

Alumna's30-yearjourneyto bringlightto the heart of darkness

76

official job. He and his family are

Mary Fettis M.A. '75 is busy remodeling

aging the family investments.

Drawn
to theCongo

2001

building

Baltimore.

her house,

~

at Xilinx

the SCU Board of Fellows and tutors

and will study theater.

68
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Colleen

SCU. Jay Logan is living

in Dallas, Texas working
Airlines

that

for American

as a flight service manager.

She lives in Truckee

79

been selected to be a Fellow of the

with her three children,

American

and Christi.

the proud

74

May 30, 1999. Karen Hockemeyer is teaching

Institute

Ruggiero

was honored

individual
urban

72

of Certified

Planners.

in recognition

achievement

for

in the field of

enjoys skiing ,vith his sons, Brandon
Adam.

Paul Schmit, an architect,

for Heritage,
preservation

Inc., which promotes
of historic

Sacramento.

was recently

of the board of directors

toric preservation

buildings

education

the
and his-

for Calpine

She lives in Greenbrae

and is principal

math in Canyon,

Cheryl (Haller) Taylor MBA '77 and

School.

her husband,
powerboat

Carl, have lived on a 45-foot

for the past 13 years while raising

their two daughters.
finance

manager

Properties

She is the senior

for the Marine

Division

Chris (Campi) Taylor has left her position
26

I

,vith her husband,

a daughter,

He recently added a partner

Tex. Bud Nameck and his
daughter

Mikala to their family in April.
host of the morning

Kelsey
Bud is the

for Newsradio

the Washington

State University

for

take from the mission to the village, where

Her assignment was to tutor high school stu-

there were once shade trees, now is just dry,

dents in a rural Catholic mission. She had

dead landscape," she says. "Because they

experienced the satisfaction of tutoring in a SCUprogram called STOP

need food, people will slash and burn the bush to catch any small ani-

(Student Teachers of Progress] through which she tutored students in

mals escaping."

biology at the San Jose Juvenile Detention Center.

For 12 weeks, Likos visited missions, hospitals, and clinics teaching

The country she saw in 1972, eight years after President Mobutu

health workers and parents how to recognize polio. ("Any child who is

Sese Seko took power, was relatively calm. Though the mission had only

walking yesterday but isn't walking today.") But by the tenth week, the

one to two hours of electricity a night from a generator, the city closest

war was getting too close-a

to it, Kikwit, had running water and electricity 24 hours a day. People

treating the wounded at night. So she returned to the capital, where,

had food, and the seven-mile path she walked to the nearest village was

coincidentally, a former student greeted her and thanked her for all she

lined with shade trees. Yet this country of several million people had

had done for her school 28 years earlier. The woman even sang a

only one Congolese doctor.

Christmas carol in English that Likos had taught the class.

doctor she worked with in the day was

This past January, nearly 30 years later, Likos returned to the Congo.

Back in Baltimore, Likos is fine-tuning her skills through a program

In the intervening years she came to realize that her life's work would be

at Johns Hopkins that will earn her a master's degree in public health

demiology. "I'm grounded this year," Likos says a little sadly.

80

nations. "I wanted to have the ability to reach people-to be a clinician,"
Michael Seifert has been appointed

officer of SiteSmith,

solicitor

Department

,vith the United

of the Interior

He represents

conservation

Recruiting

Wash.) and does play-by-play

ronment has changed. "The path I used to

graduating from SCUwith a degree in biology.

Likos entered medical school knowing she would focus on developing

the squadron

920, KXLY

Likos had joined the Peace Corps after

with a specialization in international health and infectious disease epi-

Inc. of

States

in Sacramento.

the U.S. Fish and Wildlife

Service on endangered

news and program

tricity or running water. Eventhe natural envi-

to help improve access to health care in developing countries. At age 41,

Santa Clara. James Monroe is an assistant
fifth grade

Outside the capital, few towns have elec-

there," she says.

to his urology practice.

chief financial

Jessica.

,vife, Diane, welcomed

(Spokane,

of the Port of Portland.

born

at Gilroy High

Jerry Fagan welcomed

Kelly Elizabeth.

Corporation.

Kathryn Richards is teaching

director

and

School.

this

of Samuel Francis,

English and journalism

regional

75

Elementary

and

parents

year. Margherita (Dan) Hollenbacher is a proj-

Ralph, and daughter,

Wendy (Silva) Wade M.A. '79

and

and will pay off her mortgage

ect developer

in

Thomas Stack and his wife, Kiki, are

Kristen Caratan is living in San

Francisco

lives in Aptos ,vith her sons, Josh and Zack,
of Capitola

Aaron,

Don Huff Ill is living in Woodland

and rural planning.

elected chairman

Katiia,

or three avocados, or

species and habitat

she says.

But not for long. Next year she will work with the Pan American
Health Organization, probably going abroad. After that, her plans are

Last year, Likos was recruited for a program of the Centers for

clear: "I want to improve access to health care in developing nations,

Disease Control to help eradicate polio worldwide. Oddly, and underscor-

working with the resources they have. In some ways we have a different

ing the full-circle nature of her journey, it had the same name as the SCU

result when we go in and give things, but to develop programs within

tutoring program-STOP, for Stop the Transmission of Polio.

their own capability has a far more long lasting effect."

Likos arrived in January to a very different country-one

ravaged

issues. Lt. Col. John Corrigan is

by a war involving numerous rebel groups, some backed by other

Susan Vogel,oformer attorney, is owner of pince-nezpress, a publisher

commander

nations including Rwanda and Uganda, and troops from as many as

of paper and electronic books helpingparents chooseschoolsin the San

seven counties.

FranciscoBayArea.Sheis afrequent contributor to Et al. and Santa Clara

Squadron

of the 367th

in Colorado

Springs,

Magazine.

Colo.

Cougars.

as
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84

I

8. Adele joins siblings Morgan,
Susan Burn is a special education

teacher working with middle
dents.

,,
June 22-23,

81

programs

analyst

Monica's

for the

transit

wife, Vichie,

welcomed

city of Santa

their third child,

born

joined

Matthew

siblings

son, Daniel

Isaac, born

of his

Dec.14,

Church's
joined

SOFTBANK

principal

managing

operating

officer.

82

at

Venture

Capital

director

as

Internet

teers with Habitat

operations

at webex.com,

marketing

an

at Incyte Genomics

in

Palo Alto. Paula Frediani is a vice president
of marketing
Francisco.
husband

for Providian

Financial

She lives in Belmont
and three children.

Jachimowicz married

in San

with her

Airlines

the Oakland

as the general

in

and Johnny,

of

Karen

she started her own special events company.
Thomas M. Lynch and his wife, Maureen,

and his wife, Toni,

announce

Michael,

Fla.

with his wife, Lisa, and his children,
Marisa, and Alex. Charlotte (Hart)

Cuomo is director

of marketing

Cole, Elena,

Edith (Van Tuyle) Gardner had her

first child, Henry Michael,

on March 30.

Bernie Ancheta and his wife, Michele,

announce

the birth of Kevin Robert,

born
in May

1999. He is the owner of Antico

Casale in

Greg,
born

Dec. 14, 1999.

the

the birth of their third child,

Jane Connolly,

bornJan.

28.

87

Lisa (Freeman) Jackson announces

Feb. 23. She joins her 2-year-old
John.

June 22-23,

the

brother,

Theresa (Flores) and her husband

Fischer, proudly

announce

Eric

the birth of their

president

of corporate

Surge Components,

with

1998. She and her husband,

2000

San Jose Earthquakes soccer team, ignoring his

as much as a can."

fans or charging for autographs. Youwill find him

His eyes brighten as he relives being on the
field.
"Just imagine if you were playing baseball

niche in American sports.

and Barry Bonds were batting. That's the feeling
I get when I step onto the field and get to play

Mendel,

reside

Los Altos helping

and

But Cannon's passion extends beyond the

severe disabilities. Cannon doesn't deny he is a

playing field. He volunteers nearly every day with

announce

the

birth of Eric William,

born Nov. 3, 1999.

Eric joins his brother,

Jackson,

in Palo Alto

role model-he

people with autism

embraces the opportunity.

Jim's Program, an after-school program for peo-

Born in the ski resort town of Sun Valley, Idaho, Cannon began play-

where his mom is in sales for the Internet

ing soccer as a way to get his legs in shape for skiing. Later, soccer

startup,

became his consuming passion.

WebGain.

88

their third son, Cole Patrick.
older brothers,
Pleasanton.
Rochester,

He joins

California, Santa Barbara. After injuring his knee, he spent the next seahis

Tyler and Jake, in

Peter Yeager resides

Minn.

and two children,

with his ,vife, Valentine,
Carmelle

ages the human
start-up

resource

companies

of two

and is pursuing

MBA. He enjoys teaching

an

his daughter

mechanical

for a

Kathryn (Boken) and

Patrick Welsh '89, announce

engineer

when your soccer career will be over,"he says. "I wanted something to fall

Patrick.
as a

for six years, enrolled

who brings amazing energy and the kids adore him."
Cannon credits SCU'sEastside Project for helping him discover the

kids is "like going and hanging out with my friends."
He is thrilled that students from Jim's Program often attend his
home games. "I have fans for life," he adds.

After going to the NCAAplayoffs with the Broncos for the next three

"Once at halftime Joe jumped over the railing and came to where we

seasons, Cannon, a political science major, became the first person in

were sitting," recalls Begnal. "The crowd went wild and he brought the

his family to earn a college degree.

kids a game ball. It was amazing."

"The professors were great," says Cannon. "They made me show up

"I'd like to build my own little place for them in the stadium," Cannon
says. "This season I was having a real stinker of a game and they were

to class and didn't let me slide."

her

in history and his now working
in Sanjose.

to

"The work is challenging as well as rewarding and wonderful," says

challenges and rewards of volunteering, and he says working with the

back on. A degree is something that will never be taken away from you."

and Gariel.

functions

son studying in hopes of transferring to Santa Clara.
"I wanted to get a degree from Santa Clara because you never know

in

ple with autism or severe disabilities, at the Morgan Center.

Beth Begnal, assistant director of the center. "Joe is a special person

Cannon embarked on his collegiate soccer career at The University of
Tim and Monique (Price) Marchi had

orthodontist.

MAGAZINE/WINTER

Cannon says. "But right now I am enjoying myself

against these great players. It gets surreal

McEnery and his ,vife, Marie,

CLARA

You won't find Cannon, a goalkeeper for the

sometimes."

in dental school and is now a practicing

SANTA

"I know this could all be over in a second,"

free. You will find him at the Morgan Center in

Timothy Mcsweeney, after working

child, Adele Marie, born February

However, he never takes anything for granted.

compassion.

and organizing clinics to help keep kids drug

and is letting the ocean be her guide. John

fourth

Earthquakes' defensive player of the year.

underdog full of hustle, passion, humility, and

in September

the birth of their third son, Henry

welcome their

on the diamond, field, or court of your youth-an

band, William McMullen,

her husband,

Regina Reilly has moved over the hill

both team records. He was

named MLS player of the week twice and the

in San Diego. Traci (Cervantes) and her hus-

start-up

2001

catches/punches,

You will find him in local schools giving talks

Inc. Kristin (Van

lnwegen) Stewart was married

Cannon '98 is the type of professional

athlete you might have hoped to be as you stood

his heart out for a league starting to find its

the job of vice

development

Joe

at RFK, Arrowhead, or Spartan Stadium, playing

second child, Scott Isaiah, on April 21.
Craig Carlson has accepted

Ph.D.

~

86

announce

sing. Maureen McEnroe completed

~

of

Feb. 14. Fabio Aversa was married

for embedding

Linda (Connolly) and Bill Cotter '84

Internet.

Progoaliegets hiskickshelpingkids

for Scenix, a leader in

solutions

Peter works for IBM. David Verdugo man-

13. The family lives in Pasadena.

Wis. Tom Chase
the birth

wel-

come their first child, Ella Rose, born
February

resources

and inside

a fire protection

Tony and children,

on

their first child, Mary Antoinette,

Mill Valley.

for Bank of

Debbi (Soden) Funk and her husband,

in Santa Ana, where

Sept. 15, 1999 in Madison,

officer.

He lives in Palm Harbor,

and Julian.
for

manager

Center.

had their third son, Austin

Antonio Canova has

85 Jon Paukovich works
America.

husband,

in Sanjose.

(Mohr) Sunshine lives with her children,

Caroline

counsel for the

service in Long Beach, where she lives with

Ria Bustamante

Maintenance

Thomas,

Inc. as executive vice presi-

sales at CalProtection,

Yvonne Daverin MBA '89 is working

United

Corporation.

Wireless,

Natasia,

Albie

Rome, Italy. He is an attorney

is general

dent and chief financial

Tom

Michel (Enright) Fox MBA '90 is

manager

and Junior

League. Thomas Brooke and his wife, Paula

joined

resides in Saratoga with his wife, Dolly, and
son, Michael.

Wash. where she volunfor Humanity

Cannon
is onthe ball

of

birth of her second child, Anna Elise, born
and

on April 21. The family lives in Portland,

of

startup based in Sanjose.

on March 12,

Melinda Aucott-Dahl has retired

Andrew.

Corillian

worldwide

83

ond child, Sarah Elizabeth,

where Thomas

Thomas Colby is vice president

is a sales operation

Ann, had their first child, Roman

and chief

human

vice president

Julia (Harper) Cooper had her sec-

moved to Olympia,

officer

Greg Prow J.D. '84 has

Chicken.

Robert

son,

born May 28, 1999. Robin (Bonn)

providing

View

and

welcome their new child, Emma

Fields has been appointed

and three sons. Robert "Guam"

Craighead MBA '94 lives in Mountain

Nicholas,
Kiner,

1999. Sarah joins her older brother,

with their son,

Jack. Brad is the chief marketing

Cynthia,

manager.

1999. Alisa (Minor) MBA '86 and Brad Haley
'80 are living in Atlanta

for Asian

markets with Chase Manhattan

old son, Trent.

and Madilyn.
the birth

manager

with his wife, Sue Ellen, and his two-year

April 1999. Jacob

Stanley Fidanque announces

Ferdinandi '86 along ,vith their

Bank. He lives in Hong Kong with his wife,

Big Blue Bus. Bill Bagley and his

Jacob William,

third

portfolio

regional

Richard Newton is the senior

school stu-

J.P.,

IClassNotesl

Karen (Witham) and Tom

Shane in Sanjose.

Christopher S. Chan works as a fixed-

income

2001

I
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Despite an All-American senior season, Cannon was not drafted by a

there cheering me on ... It's hard to get down on myself when I'm around

Major League Soccer (MLS) team. But he was unwilling to let his dream

them." For his community service and dedication to the Morgan Center,

of playing professional soccer die, so he ventured to San Diego to play

Cannon was named the Earthquakes' humanitarian of the year.

for a minor league team, the Flash. With the Flash he became team MVP,
earning the nickname "TheWall." After the season, the big leagues called

Joe Cannon is what a professional athlete should be-enthusiastic,
humble, and giving. He is living his dream and helping others achievetheirs.

and he now plays for the Earthquakes near his hometown of Los Altos.

KevinP.Robertsis aformer writer/editorat Santa ClaraUniversity.

Today, life is good.
This past season Cannon started in 25 matches and recorded a 1.47
goals-against average and seven shutouts. He made 132 saves and 105
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89 Jeff Whitelaw and his wife, Tamara,
welcomed

their son, Conor,

born on

Sept. 22, 1999. ~oseph Hernandez J.D. '92 is
enjoying being a father to Mia Rose who
turned

I in July.

Neena (Almaraz) and Mike

Kennedy '91 announce

the birth of their

son, Brian Michael, born May 21.

90 Laura Caeton was married

on May 6 and

works at a dance studio in Sanjose.

Kelly

(Kestle) and Mikko Tuohey welcomed their first

child, Samantha Margaret, Nov. 29, 1999.
The family lives in Clayton. Corrine (Restivo)
and Steve Maggioncalda have been blessed with
Gianna Adela, born March 30. The family
resides in Redwood City.

0)
June 22-23,

Andrew,

where Erik started an insur-

ance and employee benefits business. Julie
Collins has earned

California

her MBA degree from

State University,

Chico. Nadine

(McNicoll) and David Jacong '91 had their

93

Karen (Elam) Davis and her husband,

on May 22. Christopher

Jennifer
currently

Willman
working

Georgetown.
training

in internal

(Kelley) Gillogly married

Elizabeth

Shawn Patrick

1998. Swig floormate

nurseries

and marine conservation.

of honor.
ground

Search and

4. Zachary joins
Alexander.

Carolyn

on May 4. Carolyn

research analyst with The Peak

Susan (Moraski) and Brian Lampe announce

the arrival of their daughter,
Margaret,

Sept. 16, 1999. The family

resides in Kirkland,

Wash. Marian (Sly) and

John Hughes announce

Caroline

Kathryn

Elizabeth,

the birth of

Group

in Sanjose.

was married

The family resides in

March II.

Brian has earned the Chartered

Financial

and is a portfo-

in Palo Alto. He is also pur-

suing his MBA at Santa Clara. The couple

30

I

their first child, Beau

N.C.

medical physi-

Carson.

in May 1999. The family resides in
Jessica Cihak married

John M.

Wilson on Aug. 5 in Olympia,

Wash. She is

completing

her master's degree in school

counseling.

Kristina (Armbrust) Nlshino was

in April 1999 and is working for

the Packard Foundation

in the IT depart-

ment. Claudio Palma and his wife, Marla
medical internship

UCIA

Mario Lanza announce

the sales division at Automatic

Data

in Santa Clara. Joseph Goethals
working on his master's degree

Mario is a software developer.

Resort and Marina in Anacortes,

Wash. John Plungy M.A. is the vice chairman

68 Charles Gilbreth M.S. has retired
Lockheed

and is an independent

electronic

engineering

Fremont

00

Stuart

on April 8 at Mission Santa Clara.

She is an account manager for Continental
Resources

in Milpitas. The couple resides

America. He also purchased

listed in
a newer and

77

Bob Goff MBA founded

group actively invests in high-tech

at 40B-554-5567.

start-

ups.
employed as

Network, which builds websites for financial
institutions

ALUiv!NI

Robert J. Lagomarsino J.D., a former

and state Senator,

was

of both American

and financial service compa-

married

in Redwood City and
Colleen (Monahan) Smith

Marc Smith on Sept. 25, 1999 in

Church,

D.C. and lives in Falls

SANTA

CLARA

MBAs from the
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at Mission Santa Clara on

Nov. 20, 1999. Angelena

is a working

toward her master's degree in creative writing at San Francisco

State and is a high

school English teacher.

Donald

systems analyst in Sunnyvale.

Va. Amy Sue (Andrews) and Jason

Lombardi both earned

were married

lives in Sanjose.

is a wafer

The couple

Ami Roberts and Rlad Sahli

were married Aug. 21, 1999. They reside in

2000

the idea

of the MBA crabfeed to increase student
and alumni participation

92

in campus activi-

as counsel in software prod-

79

in the academic division of

94

Publishing

with his wife, Monique,

Company

in

James Ulwelling J.D. is living in Irvine

New York City.

80

and Purdy. David Fung MBA has joined

real estate and professional

liability law with the firm Morris,
Michael Walter J.D. and his partner

their law

offices three blocks from the University.

Silterra as director

95

Polich,

of strategic marketing.

Vas Bhandarkar MBA was named

84 Mark Hirsch J.D. and his wife, Lisa, had

president

and CEO of unimobile.com

(formerly

Grey Cell, Inc.) in February.

work with succession planning

his

for family

businesses and partnerships.

Internet

96

is a worldwide leader in mobile
technology.

Elisabeth Moulthrop M.A. is currently

interning

with family court services, Bill

Wilson Center,

34; the event has since drawn crowds of

criminal

in private practice.

more than 700 people.

Francisco and Palo Alto. Jay Botelho M.S.

announces

has been hired as director

from Bellermine

at the first event was

and two daughters.

He is practicing

90 Christopher Morales J.D. is practicing

ties. The attendance

solu-

businesses.

Mark Fox J.D., MBA is working for Sun

Unimobile

65 Edwin Zeldin MBA originated

infrastructure

ucts and platforms.

88 Bruce Johnsen M.A. is continuing

Angelena Sanfilippo and Donald Paxton

of Internet

Microsystems

nies.

Americorp.

resource and office man-

provider

tions for Global 2000

for Home Account

Chris Dunlap

ager at startups.com

car show.

mail at eschuette@scu.edu or by phone

Bank and its parent holding

works as a human

volunteer your expertise for the annual

Angels at North Lake Tahoe in 1997. The

Commercial

97

vide financial support to students, or

tions for the School of Engineering by e-

the Sierra

corporation,

on Oct. 23, 1999. Andrea

engineering students. Or help select
candidates for the annual Distinguished

If you can help, please contact Ellen

Heinz Binder J.D. '79 have relocated

elected chairman

Join the Technical Resource Group,

for the Senior Design Conference, pro-

of

Who's Who in American Law and Who's Who in

Sadlier-Oxford

U.S. Congressman

mentors for engineering students.

Engineering Awards, recruit judges

J.D., a director

Bank, was recently

project manager

53

aerospace

Allene Feldman M.A. has been hired as

in Santa Clara.

GRADUATE

Engineering Alumni Board needs

volunteer advisors, motivators, and

which provides one-on-one support for

from

consultant.

Eric Bell MBA is currently

Meredith Streetman married

Gannon

P

County Liquor Authority.

a senior consultant

Diana (Bandel) and

The couple resides in the L.A. area, where

of Ship

Harbor

78

State

University.

at

the birth of their

York City. He is also the chairman

ut down your Palm Pilot! The SCU

Schuette, the director of external rela-

manager for

The couple will then

Medical Center.

and New

faster race car.

99 Rhea Whitfield is a district
in public health at Sanjose

and Technology

resides in Palo Alto. Andrea Lewis married

Washington,

Jensen '91 welcomed

Boise, Idaho. They live in Greenville,

is currently

Information

Company with offices in Portland

their third child, a boy, on Dec. 27, 1999.

sales and Marian is a vice president

Kelley (Filice) and Erik

June 25, 1999 in

where Brian is an emergency

and CEO of Olympic Capital

69 Terrance Stinnett

Jamie (Hamilton) and Brian

Processing

first child, Vanessa Renee, born March 9.

Arcola, Ill. She works as a legislative aide in

Weber Corporation.

as a senior product

Boesiger '96 were married

move to Los Angeles for his residency at

family lives in Boston, where John is in
of the

married

Deaconess Hospital.

8 in Park City, Utah.

Analyst (CFA) designation

Charles Adcock was

Veronica (Domeyko), ,viii be living in Spokane

Brian Roberts married Jennifer

onjuly

2001

96 Lori Brown and Chris Day MBA '95 were

for Claudio's

lives in Sunnyvale.

on Sept. 9, 1999. The

June 22-23,

married

Scotts Valley. Monica (Zimmerman) Eastridge

Management

McKenzie.

is a

senior

practicing

daughter,

Don,

the birth of their first child,

lio manager with Nelson Capital

He has a 2-year-old

his

D.C.

Kanthan is working in

with EMC Corporation.

chairman

of the Arapahoe

cian and Jaime is an engineer.

unit

Raoul, welcome Zachary
brother,

tree

The

Rescue Team. Alisha (Keller) Moracte and
born April

promoting

where they

the volunteer

ticing in Seattle. Gregory Stampfli, M.D. is
in Cheyenne.

to Oregon

in Tarzania,

Herman

family medicine

a manage-

volunteer

toward his MBA at
and is prac-

Matt Griffis has accepted

after serving three years as a Peace Corps

Carolyn (Adams)

Va.

Santa Clara as a senior systems engineer

Gillogly at Mission Santa Clara on May IO,

94

medicine

98 Lakshoni "Chris"
manager.

on Oct. 4, 1997. He is

Byzan Shek, M.D. has finished

3. The

Beach.

in Alexandria,

and is living in Washington,

Hans Hammar recently returned

degree in history.

David Edward,

to

first child, Julia Eve, onJanuary
family lives in Huntington

their

her master's

(Adams) Nicholson and her husband,

Steve Tansey was married

Tom, welcomed

in

for online services for The Ameri-

hired by Millepore

announce

and surfing.

Jennifer Rozolis-

University

I

66 James P. Morrow MBA, Ph.D. '73 is the
Healthcare

He is deputy communications

ment position with a real estate developer.

Whitney (Royer) and Michael Sangiacomo had

collegiate boxing champ still enjoys boxing

Wyatt,

joins his sister,

a son, Joseph Angelo, born July 24, 1999.

The 1990

January.

service pro-

Washington

mom teaches high school and is finishing

3-year-old

for the Hawaii

and directing

George

95

Lawrence Brown, born Nov. 20, 1999.

of Transportation.

from

the Christian

his

master's degree in political management

Emma Rose, in Conway, Alaska, where his

her husband,

coordinator

and team

services. Seamus Walsh is teaching English

HIII and her husband,

Jorge,

pedestrian

of media relations

director

Jacqueline (Meek) Brown had her third child,

Department

the manager

Vernon "Tom" Gardner earned

can Conservative Union

of the Placer County Sheriffs

Vincent M. Llorin is the bicycle and

University.

Wild, as

at Lewis and Clarke

High School in Phoenix.

Joseph Angelo, born July 24, 1999.

92

sion hockey team, the Minnesota

where they both earned master's

grams at Brophy College Prep, a Jesuit

couple resides in Auburn,

Michael Sangiacomo welcomes his son,

Portland,

degrees in education

first child, Kawika Charles Kaleihiwahiwa,

recently joined

91

College of Notre Dame in May. Chris
Kelleher has accepted a job ,vith the expan-

Feb. 2. 1999.

Chris, had a baby boy, Christopher

ClassNotes

I

on Nov. 2, 1999. The family lives

in Sanjose,

Nicholson was the matron

2001

I

defense with offices in San

keting for ObjectStream,
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of product

mar-

attending

Inc., a leading
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Santa Clara Unified,

and

Beatriz Lopez J.D.

that her son, Mario, graduated
High School and is

Loyola Marymount.

31
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97Jon Campisi II MBA married
Treinen

Theclimbof herlife

financial

When

from around the U.S. joined with 400

her mind to something, nothing stands in

Japanese breast cancer survivors of all
ages to climb the mountain in August.

trator from Truckee recently joined hun-

"The climb took us about 27 hours,"

dreds of other breast cancer survivors

Martin says. "It was a rigorous, uphill

from the United States and Japan in the

climb. We started at the fifth station,

"Climb Against the Odds" on Mt. Fuji to

about 7,000 feet, and climbed to the

spread the word about cancer and raise

eighth station the first day. Then we spent

funds for a cure.

the night in very cramped quarters with

"The purpose of climbing the mountain

analyst with Cisco Systems, San

appointed

4:30 a.m....

Selle is survived by his wife and

in Sanjose.

Giovannetti,

14, 2000

who was retired

general counsel for BOPS, Inc., a leading

from the NASA Ames Research Center,
survived by his wife, Lucille; sons, Rick,
Mark, and Dean; daughter,
Pierazzi; brother

pleted Naval Justice Training

children.

(JAG) Corps. Todd and

Natasha are stationed

in Norfolk,

Anthony

is stationed

in Seattle, and Brett is

stationed

in San Diego.

Va.,

Romeo; and nine grand-

Schatz is a former

l,

2000

in Palo

due to pneumonia.

Santa Clara Superior

four decades. Known for being thorough,

wanted to raise awareness about the inci-

the highlight of her trip, Martin says. In

dence of breast cancer," Martin says.

Japan, the experience is considered a spir-

Schatz is survived by his wife, Jacqueline;

itual moment and there is even a specific

son, Christopher;

word to describe it: Goraiko.

is the leading cause of death for women

"Goraiko... comes from a religious term

ages 25 to SS in the U.S.,taking an esti-

Gianelli is survived by his wife,

"It was incredible to share that experience

Martin was diagnosed with breast can-

with the Japanese climbers. We made a

cer in October 1999 after finding a lump in

circle and prayed together."

battle with cancer. Buckley served in the

35 Melvin Lewis, May 16, 2000

Marines from 1944-46

her breast during a self-examination. She

Onthe summit, the group held a prayer

immediately began researching the dis-

flag ceremony remembering all of the

ease and investigating her treatment options. After her biopsy, she had
two, separate lumpectomy surgeries and then began a six-week radiation treatment in January 2000.

breast cancer victims for whom they carried flags. The climb not only
empowered Martin to fight her own battle against cancer, but to join with
others in solidarity to stop the disease.

Though the cancer had not spread to her lymph nodes, Martin still
endured powerful radiation therapy. The therapy seems to have controlled the spread of her cancer, but, Martin believes, "there has to be a
better, less toxic way to treat the disease."

Martin climbed with her 18-year-old daughter, Katiia Nahser-Veske,
and her sister-in-law. The trio arrived back in the U.S.on September 2.
Oneof the most powerful things about her cancer experience, Martin
says, has been the way the disease has changed her outlook on life.

So began her work with the San Francisco-based Breast Cancer Fund

"I really believe that cancer is a time to take charge of your life and

(www.breastcancerfund.org). The cutting-edge group focuses on pre-

not to feel at the mercy of the health care system," says Martin. She sug-

vention of the disease and encourages breast cancer patients to take

gests that anyone who is diagnosed with cancer should take it as an

charge of their lives by educating themselves about the disease and

opportunity to do everything they can to get healthy through diet, exer-

raising funds to find a cure. Health is one of the group's main objectives,

cise, spirituality, and the support of family and friends.

and it sponsors several climbs throughout the year-including

Bay Area

raise money and awareness.

"There's so much support out there," she says. "It's certainly not the
time to give up."

Last spring, Martin began six months of training for the two-day hike
up the 12,389-foot-high Mt. Fuji. The diverse group of men and women

Pauline;

daughters,

Carolyn Wischer '73 and

in

Superior

Court judge. While

serving as mayor from 1953-57,

Rickard

ing the airport

Karen '73, MBA '77, Rosaleen,

and

and many grandchildren.

in getting an oil drilling
under city control.

to the California

by then-Governor

He was

Superior

Court

and his decisions were rarely overturned
Robert '69, Thomas,

daughters,

Joan Salemme,

is survived by his
Anne Ravizza '83,

Mary Margaret Hill J.D. '90,

and Lisa Luiz '92; sons-in-law,

on

John II '70, and Dennis,

and daughters,

Susan

Gerald Luiz '91; and eight grandchildren.

Theatre

Company,

and Solano College

Theater

Company.

He received Shellie
of Clarence the

Angel in "It's A Wonderful

Life," Max in

wife of 32 years, Mary, and his daughters,

56 John L. Sullivan,June

73 C.W."Bill" Silva M.S.
attackjune

9, 2000.

l,

Silva was well-known
having received

two Advanced Technology

Achievement

member

and often attended
titions.

an active

of the SCU Alumni Association
campus athletic compe-

He had a life-long

love of soccer,

School in Watsonville and at Santa Clara
University to a 12-year career coaching his
son's soccer team. Silva is survived by his
wife, Janet,

son, Jonathan,

and brother,

mother,

Eulalia,

James.

Louis, Mo. Ukoh was buried

2000

of con-

in his home-

He is survived by his wife

and two children.

After

serving as an Army artillery lieutenant,
Sullivan taught high school in Fairfield for
25 years. He then worked for the

99 Jennifer

Sarah Cook, May 23, 2000

of a brain tumor.
her parents,

Utilities District

(SMUD) until his retirement

'80, of a heart

in the aerospace industry,

land of Nigeria.

gestive heart failure in Sacramento.

Municipal

Costa

Center REP, On Stage

75 Moses Ukoh, Nov. 28, 1999 in St.

Ravizza, Leo Hill, Paul Salemme, and

Sacramento

Benicia Old

Contra

Allen

Ronald Reagan in 1968

appeal. Rickard is survived by sons, James,
all of Santa Barbara;

in Saratoga. Abruzzini

including:

Group,

starting in his playing days at Mora High

55 Lawrence Abruzzini M.D.,May 7, 2000
wife, Helen;

ban on the Santa Barbara Coast and keepappointed

Brenda;

theatre companies

theatre in

with many

awards in his career. He remained

Rickard is a legend in Santa

'97 and Mary Rickard '01.

Julie F.Morris is afreelance writer based in Hollister.

daughters,

Barbara having served as both mayor and as

was instrumental

eventually became a special agent for the
is survived by his wife of 48 years, Ruth; his

36 John "Jack" Rickard, May 18, 2000
a California

at

FBI, where he served for 29 years. Buckley

Matlasevich '99.

Santa Barbara.

before enrolling

career as a police officer in Santa Cruz and

Lorraine 0berti '78; and nephew, Greg

was active in community

Jenny and Carrie.

Santa Clara. He started a law enforcement

Mateo. Lewis is survived by his wife,

of

after a year-long

Dorothy.
in San

25, 2000

Will Rodgers Follies." He is survived by his

sister, Dena VanArsdale;

Buckley, Feb. 3, 2000

Theresa

"The Sound of Music," and Will in "The

and many nieces and nephews. Daniel J.

meaning 'to see Buddha,"' explains Martin.

mated 40,800 lives each year.

hikes-to

in Stockton.

27, 2000

in

in Walnut Creek.

Awards for his portrayals

and fair, he was assigned the

bulk of the county's death penalty cases.

34 Virgil Gianelli M.D., March

68 Fredrick E. Franklin, April
a brain aneurysm

Musical Theatre,

criminal justice system for nearly

Seeing the sun rise above Mt. Fuji was

U.S.today are living with breast cancer. It

and three children,

Town Theatre

Court judge who served in the Santa Clara

knowledgeable,

27, 2000

the East Bay and he performed

SQJohn Schatz J.D., Feb.

County's

DEATHS

Francine,

Franklin

Alto of complications

to see the sun rise."

60 Gary 0. Duff,January

Ann, Gary Jr., and Michael.

Brett Johnson J.D., and Natasha Ng J.D. com-

Advocate General

and

Lisa (Greg)

cancer and beating the odds, but we also

An estimated 3 million women in the

is

Schirle; sisters, Aileen, Zanatta, and Anna

in Newport,

three step-children,

Walnut Creek. Duff is survived by his wife,

99 Todd Boyer J.D., Anthony Chavez J.D.,
R.I. and are now in the Navy Judge

three children,

many grandchildren.

programmable

DSP core provider.

Rev. Gerald P. Sullivan, S.J., Thomas

J. Sullivan '56, and Kevin J. Sullivan '59; plus

two daughters.

most of the other climbers. We left about

is, of course, the metaphor of dealing with

Guatemala.

17, 1999 in

46 Angelo Giovannetti, Jr., April

98 Kathy L. Camp J.D. has been

Laurie Nahser Martin '73 puts

her way. The 48-year-old school adminis-

at Carmel Mission Basilica. He is a

Jose.

Herbattle against breast cancer took her to the top of Mt. Fugi

brothers

44 Maurice Selle, Nov.

Kristina

Cook is survived by

Alan and Bonnie

Cook of

Los Altos.

in 1995.

Sullivan is survived by his wife, Mary;
32
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JNumni CalendarJ
Date

Chapter

J

Contact

Event

Phone

Art Exhibits
Unlessnoted,exhibitsarefree and in the de SaissetMuseum.

A

s you know,SantaClaraUniversity
has teamed up with the Bernard C.

1
1
3
6
7
7
10

CP&E
SanJose
Chicano-Latino
Sacramento
Hollister
Seattle
SanDiego

AlumniOffice
AlumniOffice
HaydeeDiaz'96
DaveCurry'83
TriciaJackson'91
JorgeSevilla'92
Jim Spain'74

Pre-Festivalof LightsDinner
First FridayMassand Lunch
Guadalupe
Celebration
HolidayReception
HolidayReception
HolidayReception
SanDiegoSCUHolidayParty

408-554-6800
408-554-6800
415-284-7207
916-485-2306
831-636-3545
206-634-2677
760-930-7926

sityAlumniDirectory.
You should have received a printed

surveyfromHarrisin August.Sometime
soon, you can expect a call from a Harris

representativeto confirmthe details of
your directorylisting. Not only is this
call your opportunityto makesure that
everythingin yourlistingis correct,it is

5
13
13
20
21
24
25
25
25
25
27
31
31

SanJose
LosAngeles
SantaClara
SanJose
OrangeCounty
SanFrancisco
CP&E
Portland
Portland
SanFrancisco
Spokane
SantaCruz
SanDiego

First FridayMassand lunch
28th SCU-LMU
Post-gameReception
SCUTheaterAlumniDinnerand Show
SCUMen'sBasketballPre-game
AlumniFamilyMassand Brunch
AnnualEconomicForecast
Post-holidayReception
AlumniLunch
SCUMen'sBasketballpost-game
Post-workReception
SCUMen'sBasketballPre-gameEvent
President'sReception
SCUMen'sBasketballPre-gameEvent

AlumniOffice
DavidBence'71
BarbaraMurray'73
KeithMarshall'98
ShannonNallyHuhn'86
MikeConn'90
AlumniOffice
Jim Schenk'90
Jim Schenk'90
MikeConn'90
AlumniOffice
BobSemas'67
KarlaDavidson'86

408-554-6800
310-543-4623
408-554-4599
408-919-3332
949-494-4866
415-921-3583
408-554-6800
503-221-4701
503-221-4701
415-921-3583
408-554-6800
831-462-7574
760-931-9414

also your chanceto reserveyour copy

printed to fill the pre-publication orders
only, no directories or CDRomswill be

availablefor sale afterpublication.
If you havenot receiveda phonecall
by November30 and youwishto ordera
directoryor make a changeto yourlisting, please contact Harris no later than

23-24
24

December11:

SanJose
Sacramento
SanDiego
Phoenix
SantaClara
PastoralMinistries
SanFrancisco
EastBay
SanFrancisco
SantaClara
African-American
SantaClara

First FridayMassand lunch
SpaghettiDinner
TheRoleof the Jesuitsin SCUHistory
President'sReception
FreshmanParentDay
Sesquicentennial
DinnerandAuction
27th SCU-USF
Post-gameReception
SCUMen'sBasketballPre-gameEvent
Post-workReception
"MoralLivesin a MoralCommunity"
African-American
Reunion
SeniorParentWeekend

AlumniOffice
Jim Schiavenza'71,J.D.'74
MichelleSullivanJD. '83
WillAuther'89
AlumniOffice
Janet Miller'69, M.A.'90
MikeConn'90
AlumniOffice
MikeConn'90
MarkkulaCenterfor
AppliedEthics
CharmaineWilliams'89
AlumniOffice

408-554-6800
916-324-5332
858-451-9390
602-351-2409
408-554-6800
209-392-2204
415-921-3583
408-554-6800
415-921-3583
408-554-5319

Throuqh Dec. 1, 2000 - AVODA: Objects of the Spirit-

The printed directories and CD-ROMS
will be deliveredin April2001. Don'tget
left out!

AlumniOffice
Jim Donovan'72
Jim Schiavenza
'71,J.D.'74
AlumniOffice
AlumniOffice

Kenna Hall 107, 8 a.m.-5

9 a.m.-2

408-554-6800
559-834-1123
916-324-5332
408-554-6800
408-554-6800

MBAAlumniAssociation

Throuqh Jan. 25 - Commitment to Justice: Action

Artifacts and photographs

Adobe Lodge. $35. Call 408-554-5451.

Orradre

guished figure in the history of SCU. Exhibition

Jan. 26 - 33rd Annual MBA Alumni Crab Feast.

Jesuit Education

overview and film presented

Dinner,

dancing, and door prizes. Benson

Library. Free. Call 408-554-4528.

Center,

6,30-n,30

Kunkel, Feb. 8, noon-I

collected by a distinby curator Jeff

p.m. and 7-9 p.m.

Frontier. The story of Wilfred and Edmund
McDaniel and life on the New Frontier told

through photographs,

artifacts, and letters.

Jan. 27-June 24 - Sybase, Inc. Presents Symbol and

Feb. 1 - Symbol and Alleqory Unraveled: Dlscernlnq a

Social History. Curators'
6-8:30

roundtable

discussion.

p.m.

1

p.m. Call 408-554-5451.

Spaces at SCU. Orradre

Business
Breakfast
Briefings
Associationare held in Adobe Lodge,7,30 a.m. Call
408-554-5451.

Country Club, Los Gatos,

Companies Face.Jacqueline

Club,

Feb. 15 - Establlshlnq a World-Class Brand. Tracey

vice president,

brand

marketing,

Feb. 21 - Day of Recollection/Mini-Retreat. Mass,

Mission Santa Clara, 10,30 a.m., followed by
and mini-retreat.

Call Carol Sabatino,

LawAdmissions

BusinessArea Code/PhoneNumber

Unlessnoted,eventsare

BusinessName
SANTA

CLARA

PreferredE-mail Address
t,.•IACAZINE/WINTER

2000

□

Building, Recital Hall, 8 p.m. Free. Call 408-

Center Parlors, 3,30 p.m. Call 408-554-4455.
Feb. 11- Pastoral Ministries Alumni and Friends-

Dec. 3, 2000 - Our Lady of GuadalupeCelebration.

Sharing our Gifts. Dinner,

silent auction. Benson Center Brass Rail, 5-9

Feb. 10 - Piano Recital. SCU music faculty member
Jeana Ogren will present an all-German program.

p.m. Call 408-554-6800.

7:30 p.m. $5-$10.

Llvlnq Sanely In an Insane World. Talk by psychology

entertainment,

and

Feb. 15 - Ten Strateqies to Maximize Life Satisfaction:

Feb. 16·18 - lmaqes 2001: A Dance Concert.

professor Thomas Plante. Wiegand Center, Arts

Featuring

and Sciences Building,

student

Theatre,

and faculty projects.

Mayer

8 p.m., except Feb. 18, 7 p.m. $8-$14.

noon-Ip.

m. Free. Call

408-554-4493.

Feb. 17 - Faculty Recital. Featuring SCU music fac-

Sports

8 p.m.

ForcompleteBroncosportschedules,call408-554-4063
or see www.santaclarabroncos.com.

150thAnniversary
Events
Jan. 20 - Celebratlnq the future of Technoloqy.A
conference

Bannan Hall, Room 127, 6,30-8,30.

Theatre,

Feb. 3 - Minorities In the Leqal Profession.A forum

Feb. 22·24 - At Our Best: Moral Lives In a Moral

of high-tech

addressing the choice to practice law and the field
law. Bannan Hall, Room 127, IO

Community. A national conference sponsored by
the Markkula Center for Applied Ethics. Call

a.m.-2

408-554-5319.

Benson Center, Market Square.

Bell, religious

chair. Music and Dance

Feb. 6 - Chilean Women Poets. A reading sponsored

discussion with alumni and current law students.

Mission Santa Clara, 5,30 p.m., followed by a

studies department

by the College of Arts and Sciences. Benson

Jan. 19 - SCU Law Part·Time Open House. A panel

CallMaryMiller,408-554-5473.

Benson

Mission Santa Clara, 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.

All eventsarefree. Call408-554-4048.

p.m.

for SCU athletic scholarships.

5 p.m. Call 408-554-6921.

554 - 4547 •

naryschedule.CallDonohoeAlumni Housefor confirmationand details. Youm'9' make reservations~
phone: 408-554-6800,
fax: 408-554-',VSS, or e-mail: alumupdate@scu.edu.

New BusinessStreetAddress

Sun

Inc.

a.m. Call

a.m. Call La Rue Teilh, 408-251-7259.

II

Center,

Feb. 4 - Who Owns Tradition? Thinkinq About Rellqlon

Forticketscall408-554-4429.

Country

7,30 p.m. Free. Call 408-554-4527.

Historically. Lecture by Catherine

free and in the Centerof PeiformingArts RecitalHall.

Jan. 24 - Meetlnq and Luncheon. Sanjose

at

B. Kessel, founder,

HiTech Law.

MusicandDance

II

and Christian Values. Orradre

A lecture by Thomas Bender '66, published
scholar and former dean for the humanities

fund-raiser

Microsystems,

by

Feb. 3 - Bronco Bench FoundationCalamari Cookout.A

Jan. 1B - Leqal Thickets: Challenqes Early-Growth

4528 for days and times. Free.

Dec. 13, 2000 - Christmas Meetlnq and Luncheon.La

sponsored

Library and the Bannan lnstitute for

New York University. Benson Center, Brass Rail,

Library. Call 408-554-

CatalaClub

Speaks Louder.An exhibition

Jan. 29 - The Internalization of United States History.

EarJymorning forumspresented~ the MBA alumni

Stout,

Feb. S·March 28 - Our Built Environment: Chanqlnq

reception,

34

following in

Jan. 27-June 24 - Alaska Gold: Life on the New

Dec. 12, 2000 - Law Alumni Swearinq·ln Ceremony.

Ci9/Statel}jp

5 p.m., reception

$5-$10.

Ci9/Stateli;JP

noon-I

include Mario Belotti, professor of economics.

ulty member and soprano Allis Druflle.

HomeArea Code/PhoneNumber

SCU psychology professor. Arts and

Sciences Building, the Wiegand Center,

Mayer Theatre,

for high school students. Mayer

8,30 a.m,-2

LawAlumni

New HomeStreetAddress

Jan. 16 - Relatlnq to Your Baby.A talk by Eleanor

Jan. 27-June 24 - Father Hubbard: Glacier Priest.

luncheon

SrnvIEWHERE?

celebrating opening, Jan. IO, 5-8 p.m.

Free. Call 408-554-4594.

Willemsen,

Formembershipinquiries, call 408-247-6343.
408-748-0224
408-554-6800

Keep Santa ClaraMagazinecc:iming to your home or office. If you're moving to a new home, job, city, state, or country, let us
know. E-mail us at alumupdate@scu.edu
or return this form and your old address label from the back cover to: Santa Clara
Magazine,Donohoe Alumni House, Santa Clara University, Santa Clara, CA 95053-1505.

ClassYear

Reception
Brass Rail,

p.m. Free.

Weinviteall alumni,families, and.friendsto pmticipate in theseevents.Pleasenote that this is a prelimi-

GOING

Name (first/maiden/last)

p.m., $425.

Jan. 26 - Museum Exhibition Openinq Reception.

Beverly Scoffone, 408-354-2766.

First FridayMassand lunch
St.Patrick'sDaylunch
St.Patrick'sDaylunch
AlumniDinner
AlumniChaptersCelebrateSCU's
150thAnniversary

exchange of business documents.

p.m. Free.

Rinconada

SanJose
Fresno
Sacramento
History
AlumniAssociation

Exhibition celebrating work by studio art majors
at SCU. Fine Arts Building, weekdays, 9-5 p.m.

the electronic

seminar about

Jan. 10 - 32nd Annual Economic Forecast. Speakers

16 KogerCenter,Suite103
2
16
16
17
18-19

Jan. 10·March 16 - Bride of Alumlllennium 2001.

Throuqh June 24 - Ernest de Saisset Palntinqs from

BernardC.HarrisPublishingCo.,Inc.
Norfolk,VA23502
Phone1-B00-292-0112

Dec. 19·20, 2000 - Electronic Data lnterchanqe (EDI)

Seminar. An application-oriented

Ceremonial Objects by Tobi Kahn.

from Mission Santa Clara de Asfs, 1777-1851.

2
3
7
8
10
11
16
17
22
22-24

J

Feb. 3 - Law Career Day. Benson Center,

Alleqory Unraveled: Vestments and Reliqlous Objects

of the directory, either in print or on CD-

ROM.Becausethe directoriesare being

554 - 45287 "

the Permanent Collection.

Harris PublishingCompanyto produce
the 150thAnniversary
SantaClaraUniver-

Open Tuesd<,J
throughSund<,J,11a.m.-4 p.m. Call408-

ComingAttractions

Theatre
CallM<,Jer11ieatreBox Office,408-554-4015.

p.m. Call 408-554-5309.

Dec. 1, 2000 - Amahl and the Niqht Visitors. A per-

formance by the SCU Opera Theatre and the
SCU Concert Choir. Mission Santa Clara, 8 p.m.
Dec. 1, 2000 - ChoreoqraphersGallery. Students

present works in progress. Mayer Theatre,

SpecialEvents
Dec. 8·10, 2000 - Dempsey Invitational Speech and
Debate Tournament. A competition

students. Benson Center,

7 p.m.

and 9 p.m. $5-$12.

for high school

Brass Rail, 4-6 p.m.

Free. Call 408-554-4793.

Jan. 13 - Mayer Theatre's 25th Anniversary fund·
raiser Celebration. Mayer Theatre,

includes performances

7,30 p.m. $25

by Theatre and Dance

alums, and post-performance

reception.

Call

408-554-4015.
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JJifterWords
I

ra University

professor

of history,

and co-author

of Serving the Intellect, Touching the Heart

PictureThis
ed a

experience

~een

past forty years surpasses my own.

one

of the institution

What have we learned?

during

the

Our research

:ary,
rs to

yielded

new

century when Catholic colleges struggled
over (and often resisted) entrance into

tional

Vhat

a better

grasp of certain

eras, including

my
rilar
,hed

the mainstream

379,

us greater appreciation

SUS-

leadership

immediately

can

of American

A fresh

cation.

dented

transi-

the turn

of the

higher edu -

analysis

of the

years

following World War II gave
during

expansion.

of the University's

that era of unpreceA new impression

the fifties also emerged-Giacomini
one

might

think.

If

I concur with revisionist

historians

who note that many old

one thing clear, it was

social verities were already facing challenge

d should)

and hence the sixties were not as cataclysmic a rupture

someday be

he University possesses

blished historic photos

g the evolution

of the

Despite
direction,

occasional

tectonic

tution's

omini,

and I dis-

Owl, the college's literary

evolution.

What a student
magazine,

five years ago, many of

of Santa Clara: "Our religion

:entury photographers
Ldwhen picture-taking

to mold our views of human

unskilled

amateurs

housands.

in

To amplify

w on original
r articles

Christian

everyday
diaries,

about

the

being,
provide
heart,"
mitment

understanding

the institution
schooling

anv strik-

writer

in the insti-

declared

in The

in 1875 still holds true

and our philosophy

combine

life and duty." Drawing

on the

of what it means to be a human
has, since its founding,

that "serves the intellect

sought

and touches

to
the

as our book title puts it. On the other hand, a comto service of the larger community,

original Jesuit and Renaissance
prominence

downside.

with

shifts in the University's

we have been struck by continuities

technology

conventional

in that decade,

the past as is often believed.

>tographic
Jr.,

of
and

during periods

education

a hallmark

of

that faded from

of Santa Clara's earlier history,

with

morethan400

rare photographs andfirst-personhistorical
accounts,

thislush,pictorialhistorytellsthestory of Santa Clara Universi9,from thedqysof the GoldRush
throughtwoworldwarsandinto a new high-tech century.
Whatbetterwqyto markSanta Clara Universi9's 150th anniversary thanwithagift of this
limited-edition
book.Order copies tod'!)l-for famijy,fellowBroncos,andyourselj!
ToorderServing

TheIntellect,

~H site:WWW.Seu. edu/150/

Touching

TheHemt,

pleasevisitthe Universi!J's
150th anniversary

anddownloadan orderform. 0ryou mqyrequestan orderform

l:Ycalling 408-554-4545

orfaxing 408-554-5464.

Thepriceis$49.95 (or$54,.07 including
salestaxfor California
residents)
plus$4,.95 shipping
for thefirst copyand$.95for eachadditionalcopy.

